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The Liberty Boys' Cave Camp
OR, PLAYING A GREAT WAR GAME
By HARRY MOORE
CHAPTER 1.-The Man on the White Horse.
There was a boy sitting on a fence r unning
along one side of a country road in the northern
part of Virginia one summer afternoon in the
year 1781. He seemed to have nothing especial
to do, for he simply sat on the fenc e and appeared
to be half asleep. His head was bowed and his
arms were folded over hi s chest. He \\'as not
asleep, however, nor was he an ordinary boy, as
one would have seen had they seen him look up
and down the road. The boy was Dick Slater, the
captain of the Liberty B oys, a band of one hundred brave young patriots fighting in the cause of
Independence, and then located in Virginia watching Cornwallis and the officers under his command, and working in conjunction with Lafayette
and Wayne, then at some little distance.
The Liberty Boys were encamped in a cave in
the mountains a mile or so from where the young
captain sat on the fence, Dick having discovered
it by accident and finding it a very good place.
Dick had heard some one coming along the road
on horseback, and he now waited for the person
to come up, whoever he was, not knowing if he
might be a friend or an enemy. The sounds of
hoofbeats grew plainer, and at length a man came
in sight around a turn in the road. He was a
man in brown cloth with a cocked hat on his head,
and rode a white horse which looked like an animal of more than ordinary breed, probably belonging to a gentleman of the region, many of
whom possessed very fine horses .
The man on the white horse wore a grayish
beard, and yet, to Dick's idea, he did not seem old
enough for this, and his suspicions were aroused
more than at first. In the first place the man was
attired like a well-to-do farmer, but his horse was
that of a gentleman of the region, a landed proprietor, one who could afford fine horses and kept
many of them.
Then the lines of his face were not such as
went with a gray beard, and Dick decided at once
that the man on the white horse was not the person he seemed at first sight to the ordinary observer. Dick Slater saw at a glance what many
would not see, and, after a long look at the person, he decided at once that the man on the white
horse was a person to be watched. The man on
the \vhite horse halted at sight of Dick, and said,

in quite an imperious tone, which the young captain of the Liberty Boys at once observed :
"Do you live about there, boy'! You are not a
rebel, I suppose?"
"Where have I met this man before," thought
Dick. "If he is a spy he is not a n ordinary one.
He may be a person of considerable importance.
·where have I seen him?"
"Well., boy, are you deaf and dumb, or both?"
asked the man on the white horse.
"No, I ain't nu ther," said Dick, with a drawl.
" I belong to the 'stablished church, but I don't go
very much since pap was took sick and I have ter
help on the place. Keeps me middlin' busy, what
with--"
"Why, you fool, don't you know what a rebel
is?" snapped the other, and. Dick recognized that
imperious manner in an instant.
· The man on the white horse was no less a person than Banaster Tarleton, lieutenant-colonel of
the Royal British Legion, and known universally
as the "Butcher," from his many acts of cruelty.
"Mebbe I mayn't be sech a fool as I look, mister," said Dick. "I know what yer mean now,
but I didn't fust off. Them fellers don't like ter
be called rebels. You've heard tell of the Liberty
Boys, hain't ye?"
"The Liberty Boys?" snapped Tarleton. "Yes,
the young scoundrels! What do you know about
them?"
"Waal, I could take ye to their camp if ye really wanted to find it," with a drawl and a wink.
"Maybe you are one of them yourself," with a
scowl.
"Mebbe I be, but I didn't say nothin' about that:
I said I could show yer ter the camp, and so I
kin, but if them boys was to think I'd betray 'em,
they'd make things pooty hot for me, I reckon."
"And you can show me the camp? I would
very much like to see it. I have a very high admiration for Captain Slater, and perhaps I can
put something in his way."
"Waal, you come with me an' I'll show ye where
it is. That's a pooty nice horse you got there,
mister."
Dick had a much better one himself, his black
Arabian, Major, being unequalled in that part of
the country, none of the British officers possessing: so fine and speedy an animal. The horse was
not far away, and Dick could have called him iP
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an instant, but this wou ld have betrayed him to tain, seeing
Tarleton , who knew Major well and knew that no ducked his the move on the part of his enemy,
head and the bullets passed harmless ly
one but Dick Slater possesse d such an animal.
over him.
"You come along o' me an' I'll show ye the
Suddenly , however , when rounding a bend in
place," Dick added, going ahead.
the road, Dick saw a consider able party of redHe set off at a good gait, Tarleton followin g,
coats coming toward him at an easy gait. Tari~
but presentl y said, with a little laugh:
ton shouted
them, and on they came at a gal"Say, mister, it's a· right smart bit to the camp lop, expectinto
g to catch Dick. He had already reo' the Liberty Boys, an' mebbe if yer was ter take alized his danger,
however , and wheeled, signaling
me up we'd get there quicker."
to the boys that it was rlangero us to go farther.
"Take you up on my horse?" with a snarl. By the time he reached them, therefor e, they had
"Why, you fool, do you know who I am?"
turned and were ready to go on, Dick saying:
"Quite well, colonel," laughed Dick to himself;
"What is the trouble, Dick?"
then aloud, "No, sir; can I ride?" ·
"A lot of redcoats , Bob, more than we can con"Why, no, of course not," said Tarleton , in a venientl y manage. "
different tone, evidently fearing that he may have
The boys flew on, therefor e, and in a
betrayed himself. "How would it look for a gen- heard the redcoats coming after them. short time
tleman to take up a stupid clod like you on his
horse?"
"Wull, jest as you like," said Dick, hurrying
CHAPT ER IL-The Gi~:J in the Blue Sunbonn et.
on.
All at once they came upon an open space in a
Tarleton now led the redcoats , hoping to capbend of the roar!, and here, sitting on their horses,
were seven or eight of the Liberty Boys, having ture Dick, and he was much more pleased, no
halted, and thernfor e not having been heard by doubt, to be the pursuer than the pursued.
"It must have gone against his grain for you
Dick. Tarleton saw the Liberty Boys, and knew
them to be some of the brave band of one hund1ed to be chasing him, Dick," laughed Bob, "and he
probably would like to get even with you now for
who hMI given him so much annoyan ce in the
past. He also saw a certain look of elation in the making him run.'\ .
"Very likely, Bob," shortly.
disguiser ! boy's face, which Dick was unable to
The redcoats were no match for the boys in
control , although he was u sually a perfect master
of his fca~m·es, and hr TI"'.V su~pectPcl lhat it was the way of horses, and the plucky fellow s drew
the youn~ captain him self who had been willing away from them rapidly, gaining ground every
moment. The enemy shortly realized th<it they
to gu'de h;m to the camp of the Liberty Boys.
''\Yhy, you impuden t young rebel, it i;; you, is could not catch the boys, and at length gave up
it?" he marled, whippin g out a pistol and aiming the pursuit. Dick shortly afterwar d told th oys
that th ey need not go so fast, and said:
it at Dick's head.
"Even Tarleton will not care to ri sk too much,
"After him, boys!" cried Dick. "This is Tarleand he no doubt thinks that we have a large force
ton himself."
Tarleton , however, realizing his danger, close at hand, and in any event he \Viii not want
wheeled swiftly and went dashing down the road, to come on until he find s out more about us."
"It is somethin g to know that he is around," dethe boys in pursuit. The boys were especiall y
well mounted , among them being Bob E stabrook , _ clared Bob, "for now we can be prepared for the
the first li eutenant of the troop, on a fine bay; enemy, which we might not have been had we not
Ben Spurlock , a lively boy, on a roan; Jack War- discover ed their presence ."
"\Veil, you are, at any rate," with a chuckle.
ren, who rode a speedy bay mare, and Sam San"How did you discover that the fellow was Tari~
derson, mounted on a chestnut .
·
.
"Take my mare, captain, " exclaime d Jack, the ton? He was disguise d.''
"I suspecte d that he was more than an ordimare being second only to Dick's black Major.
nary
man
at the start, although he was very
"It is all right, Jack," said Dick. "Major is not
far away. Ride on after Tarleton and catch him plainly dressed. Hi s arrogan t manner betrayed
him.
Then
I offered to show him the way to the
if you can."
camp, and I believe I would have gotten him into
Then Dick ran after Jack, Ben, Sam and the the cave, Bob, If you
boys had not been about.
other boys, and presentl y signaled to his horse However , that was
no fau·lt of yours."
when he reached the place where he had been sit"We were out looking around, having no idea
ting on the fence. In a few moments the horse that you
coming," replied Bob. "If we had
came flying out of the bushes, and Dick sprang known wewere
would have gotten out of the way in a
into the saddle and rode after the boys, soon over- hurry.''
taking and passing them. On he went like the
" I know that, Bob," with a smile, "but of course
wind, and soon began to overtake Tarleton , who, you could know
nothing of it."
although well mounted , had no such horse as
"And now Tarleton
Dick's black. Tarleton turned his head, saw Dick rascally young rebels and the redcoats will call us
more than ever," laughed
approach ing, and. urged his horse on at full speed, Jack, who was a
fine fellow and a universa l faevidently knowing what the young captain's beau- · vorite.
tlful animal could do. To capture the cruel comThe redcoats had
mander would have been a great accompl ishment, tirfle, and the boys given up the pursuit for some
were proceedi ng at a moderat e
and Dick was well aware of it, and so urged his gait, when they
heard a cry for help in
horse on, determin ed to overtake the redcoat. a girl's voice notsuddenly
far distant.
Tarleton , realizing his danger, turned in the sad"Some one is in trouble, boys!" cried Dick.
dle and fired a shot at Dick, but the young cap- "Forwar d, and let
us see what is the matter."
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Then he· dashed ahead, Bob close behind, and now, him and the boys, fighting in the army. I
Jack, Ben and the rest following on the heels of rnckon Sol Baynes and Jim Files wouldn't have
the young lieutenant. A little beyond the turn of dared to try ter run off with me if they'd been
the road Dick saw a young girl struggling with home."
"They won't do it while we are about, either,"
two rough-looking men, who were evidently tryDick. "What is your name, my girl? I am
said
sunbonnet
blue
a
wore
She
off.
her
carry
ing to
Slater, the captain of the Liberty Boys, and
Dick
by
held
being
shoulders,
her
on
fallen
had
which
its strings, and below it could be seen a wealth of this is Bob Estabrook, the first lieutenant." rest,
Dick then introduced Jack, Ben and the
g<>lden hair, which had become loosened and had
fallen halfway to her waist. She was a very pret- the girl smiling and saying:
"Oh, I'm Si Sloane's gal; Mandy my name is.
ty girl, as Dick could see, although he could obbe
tain but a fleeting view of her face as she strug- Was you going that way?" pointing. "I better
getting on, I reckon, or mam'll be wondering what
·
gled with the two men.
"Hallo! What are you about?" shouted Dick as keeps me.''
"Do yqu live on this road?"
he dashed up and leaped from his horse. "Release
"We Jive a bit off it, but I am going this way.
that young lady this moment!"
Then he enforced his command by striking one It isn't far. Won't you come and see mam? She'll
of the men a stinging blow on the cheek with his be right glad to see you uns."
"Yes, we will go with you, but won't you ride?
open hand, which caused the fellow to give a yell
of surprise and pain. Bob was right behind Dick Any of the boys will be willing to let you have his
now, and he would have given the man another horse."
slap had not the rascal suddenly run away, see"Ob, I don't mind walking that fur," laughed
ing the boys corning on. The second man fol- the girl, running ahead, the wind taking off her
lowed, but not before Jaek Warren had given him sunbonnet and causing it to hang on her shoula kick which sent him on faster than he intend- ders.
ed, and caused him to fall inro a ditch at the side
"If she knew how much better she looked that
of the road. He picked himself out of this in way she would not wear it," laughed Jack.
woods.
the
into
dove
great haste and
•"I don't suppose she thinks about it, Jack," re"What were these men about, miss?" asked plied Bob. " Some girls don't think of such
hair
her
up
igathered
Dick of the girl, who now
things."
and put on her sunbonnet. She looks prettier
"There are mighty few of them who don't,"
whispered
back,"
with the sunbonnet down her
laughed Jack. "I have not seen many of them
Jack to Bob.
who did not think a lot about their looks."
"So she does, my boy, but she is a pretty girl
The girl shortly turned into a little by-path and
anr., way she wears it."
boys followed, only two going abreast on acthe
girl
'They wanted to run away with me," the
of the narrowness of the way. Presently
count
now replied. "They called me a rebel and said there was a cry of alarm ahead and the girl ran
they would get even with me and my pap for forward rapidly, Dick and Bob following. Enterbothering the loyal subjects what live hereabouts. ing a little clearing where there was a neat log
l reckon you uns are rebels, too."
cabin, Dick saw two redcoats trying to drag a
"We do not call ourselves such," Dick returned, woman from the cabin, two others endeavoring to
with a smile.
at one of the windows. Mandy ran for"No, I reckon you don't," laughing. "Nuther get in picked up a stick from the ground and bedo I, but I get used to hearing it, and so I forget ward,
gan to beat the two redcoats about the heads and
sometimes to say 'patriots,' sir."
shoulders with it. Bob and then Jack attacked
asked.
Dick
then?"
Tories,
were
men
"These
men at the window, and then Dick and some
the
to
ought
'em
of
Both
sort.
worst
the
and
"Yes,
other boys set upon the men who were trythe
of
more'n
been
they've
where
be in the lock-up,
inig to drag out the woman and gave them a great
once."
surprise. The four quickly r~ away, and Dick
"Then you and your father are patriots?"
said:
us
of
all
We're
"Yes, and mam and the boys.
"Well, let them go. We do not care for prisfighting for the cause."
and as for learning anything from them,
oners,
have
Tories,
the
"And so you have bothered
learn all we want on our own account."
can
we
you?" smiling.
"These boys just now druv away two pesky
"Pap has and so have the boys, but I kain't say
was trying to tote me off, mam"
that I have, 'cept not to have anything to say to Tories what
girl. "They was Sol Baynes and Ji~
'em, and Gil Baynes wants ter set up with me the said theWhat
did these here redcoats want?"
Files.
wust way, and I won't."
"They 'lowed I was a rebel, and that they'd
"Was Gil Baynes one of these men?"
ther gen'ral and make me tell him
"No, but his pap was. He was the one what take me to was
other rebels, but I reckon they
where they
that boy kicked into the ditch."
donno me if they reckoned I would."
"And they were trying to run off with you?"
"The redcoats are getting roo bold," said Dick.
"Yes, and I reckon they would ha' done it if
them a surprise."
you uns hadn't come up. But you all can't be sol- "We must give
"Well, I reckon they need it," sputtered the
diers? Why, you're only boys."
"We are some of the Liberty Boys, and we have girl's mother. "The pesky fellers need ter be
been fighting for the cause for five years, so I learned a lesson, an' I jest hope an' pray that you
uns'll give it to 'em. 'Pears ter me you're mighty
think )'OU may call us soldiers by this time."
"I reckon I can," with a hearty laug·h. "I'm a younr, ter be sogers. Why, you ain't nothin' but
heap obliged to you un s, but pap'll be as mad as boys.'
"That don't make no difference, mam," said
sin when he hears about these Tories. He's away
,'1.?

'
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Mandy. "These are some o' the Liberty Boys, an'
they don't 'low that they're nothin' but boys, but
they're <loin' some fightin' all the same, an' I
reckon you an' me are right glad that they come
around."
"Reckon I am, Mandy,'' with a laugh, "but I'd
like ter swat them n asty redcoats a good one fur
pesterifl' me like they did."
"Wu!!, I done it for ye, mam," laughed \he girl,
and the boys all started to laughing at the memory of the way Mandy had whacked the redcoats.
"You better come in an' set by," said the woman. "Mandy an' me kin have suthin' hot ready in
a few minutes."
"No, thank you,'' said Dick. "We must be getting back to camp shortly. We don't mind going
in for a few minutes, but you must not trouble
yotu:self about us."
.
Die Bob, Jack and Ben went into the cabin
with Mandy and her mother, the rest of the boys
remaining outside and amusing themselves in
various ways. All of a sudden there was the clatter of hoofs, and then Sam Sanderson set up a
shout:
"Redceats, and a lot of them!"
The redcoats came from both directions, and the
boys were caught in a trap, being between two
fires.
•
"Look after the horses, quick, Sam!" cried Dick.
"We will look after the cabin."
Sam and the boys with him hurried the horses
into the barn at one side of the cabin, Dick and
Bob quickly closing the doors of the latter as the
redcoats dashed up and dismounted.
"These are some of Tarleton's men and a party
of Hessians," said Dick. "We shall be obliged to
-defend the place against odds, boys."
"We've got a rifle and a shot-gun," said the girl
in the blue sunbonnet, "an' we know how ter use
'em right well, too. We'll help you all we kin."
"I am sure you will do that,'' replied Dick.
At that moment there was a loud shout outside,
and some one sa]d in a commanding voice:
"Open the door, you impudent young rebel or we
will burn the cabin down about your .ears. Understand, we will admit of no alternative."
"That is Tarleton himself," said Dick. "I'd
like to get a shot at him."
"You cannot, he is behind a tree,'' said· Bob,
looking · out at a knothole in the door.
"Be ready, boys,'' muttered Dick. "They will
try to carry out this man's threat, particuTarly
the Hessians."
The boys had their muskets and pistols ready,
.and suddenly they heard a shot, Mandy sayin~
"v-ith some satisfaction:
"Waal, I reckon that whiskered feller won't try
that again_."
"What had happened?" asked Dick.
"One o' them funiners done trie-d ter git up ter
ther buttery winder an' throw in a torch," replied
the girl, who still wore her sunbonnet, having forgotten to take it off in the excitement, "but I
reckon he didn't."
Dick looked out at the front at this moment
and saw the redcoats and Hessians mak ing a da~h
. for the cabin, some carrying lighted torches, and
three ·of them a heavy log with which they no
doubt intended to break in the door.
"Fire, boys!" cried Dick.

.

The boys set up a lively fusillade, and the men
with the log dropped it, having received wounds
which compelled them to give up the task for the
time. The rest came dashing up and endeavored
to find lodging places for their torches between
the logs. Just then there was a volley from the
barn, which the redcoats had evidently forgotten, and two or three of them were hit.
"Burn the place down and smoke out the
rebels!" sh9uted Tarleton.
"He takes good care not to expose himself,"
muttered Bob.
The boys emptied their pistols and the redcoats
retreated, finding the fire too hot for them.

CHAPTER 111.-The Redcoats Routed .
"These fellows will return presently, but with
more caution,'' declared Dick, "and we must be
ready for them. They did not suspect that there
were boys in the barn, and they maye make a
com bined attack on both places."
The boys reloaded their pistols and muskets,
and the girl and her mother looked after their
own weapons as well, Mandy taking ·a look
through a chink in the wall to see what the redcoats were doing.
"They're coming on again, captain," she said
presently. "I reckon they think they can get the
best of u s, being that there's so many on 'em."
"Well, we must be ready for them,'' muttered
Dick, taking a look at the redcoats and seeing that
they were advancing in full force and at a run.
They had torches with them, and it was their evident intention to force the boys out of the cabin
by threatening to burn it down. There was a rattling volley from the barn, the boys there being
determined to do all they could to help Dick and
the rest in the cabin. A number of the redcoats
received painfu1 if not serious wounds, and now
Dick and his little parly opened fire upon the
enemy with good effect. On came the redcoat~,
however, and a number of torches were thrown
against the cabin, and soon began to have an effect. The redcoats retired, and the smoke soon
hid them from the sight of the boys in the cabin.
"They cannot see us," said Dick. "Open the
door, boys."
The door was opened and they all ran out,
seized the burning brand s and threw them to one
side, Mandy bringing a bucket of water from the '
cabin and throwing it upon the flames. Dick and
the boys extinguished what she did not by beating
them with bits of bushes, hastily gathered at the
roadside. The redcoats suddenly saw what they
were at, and came running forward with loud
yells, crying out fi ercely:
"Surrender, you young rebels, or we will burn
youout!" •
,
Just then there was another shQut, and a louder one, and then the tramp of a number of horses
coming along the path.
"Charge, Liberty Boys ; give it to the redcoats!"
shouted a boy on a big gray, who was at t}le head
of a IJarty of twenty ~berty Boys, all well armed
and well mounted.
·
"Hallo! there are Mark and a lot of the boys I"
cried Bob. "They must have been out reconnoit-erini:."
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Dick and his party, the boys in the barn and
the newcomers now attacked the redcoats, who
quickly ,retreated, being outnumbered by the
plucky boys.
"We were out reconnoiterin g and trying to get
supplies for the camp as well," said the boy on
the big gray, who was Mark Morrison, the second
lieutenant of the troop, "and we h eard the so.und
of firing in thi;; direction. Not knowing but that
we might be needed, we came on as fast as we
could."
"But we didn't have a c!i.ance to"do very much
except drive the redcoats away," observed one of
the boys by the name of Harry Thurber.
His name was Carl Gookenspiele r, but Patsy
either could not or would not ever get the name
straight.
"Some of T arleton's men, with the colonel himself with them. We had an adventure with
Tarleton before, and nearly captured him, and he
:was bent up on revenge."
"\Vell, I am glad we came up when we did. How
did they happen to attack the cabiri'? It is not on
the road, and we would. have known nothing of it
if we had not come in this direction to investigate
the cause of the firing we hear d."
"There is quite a story about that, Mark,"
laughed Bob. "This is Mandy Sloane, a good
patriot, and this is her mother. They gave us
shelter when the redcoats came up, and we defended the cabin."
"I see, the redcoats attempted to set it on fire,"
indignantly. "Why, they are no better than a lot
_of Indians."
"Women in the cabin, and yet they will set fire
to it/' muttered Harry. "N o wonder that Tarleton 1s called the butcher."
"If you think there is any danger of these redcoats coming back," said Dick to the woman, "we
will remain here. Even if they should send a
large force we would be able to defend the cabin
now, for we do not all need to go in, and we could
keep up a fire from many different points at
once."
"I reckon they won't come back, captain," the
woman replied. "They allow that there's a right
smart lot o' you uns, an' it's pretty well on in
the evenin', an' they donno what mought happen
arter sundown."
"Very true," replied Dick, "but if you like we
will stay here and keep watch. Those Tory ruffians might come back."
"I reckon they won't," laughed Mandy. "They
wouldn't dare to come too near the cabin, 'cause
they know they're likely to get a shot from the
musket if they do."
At that moment there was a shout from beyond
the clearing and the girl cried excitedly, going
forward:
"My sakes! there's the boy, I do believe!"
In another moment three stalwart men, six
feet in height and broad in proportion, came into
the clearing.
"Why, boys, you hain't run away from the
army, have you?" cried the girl.
"I reckon we hain't, sis," laughed one of the
men. "We're in this here region lookin' arter
Cornwallis an' fellers like him, with Gen'ral
Wayne, an' we thought we mought as well come
an' visit for a spell."
"Are these the boys?" asked Dick, with a smile,
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amused at the idea of calling such stalwart men
t
boys.
" To be sure they are," said Mandy, seeing
nothing amusing in the fact. "They're my brothers, an' they're the boys for sure."
"How ·old does _this boy happen to be ?" asked
Dick, pointing to the one who seemed to be the
youngest.
"That's Jim; he's twenty-six," said Mandy.
"Joe is thirty, and Jack is thirty-three."
"Pretty old boys, I should say,"' w it h a laugh.
"Wouldn't you call them men?"
"Mam and pap call us the boys yet," said the
youngest, "an' I reckon Mandy hain't never heard
us called nothin' else, nor even thought 'twas anything oncommon."
"But ain't you the boys, Jim?" asked Mandy,
greatly distressed. "I allus thought you was, but
'pears now you ain't."
"O' course we are, sis," laughed Jim, picking
Mandy off ihe ground and lifting her up as if she
had been a mere infant, and giving her a kiss,
" an' we won't be nothir.' else to you all no matter
how old we get."
"Well, I think it will be safe to leave the cabin
in charge of the boys," laughed Dick, "for there
is .no doubt that they will take good care of it
and everybody in it."
"Sol Baynes and Jim Files 'lowed they'd run
off with me, Jim," said Mandy, "an' the captain
swatted 'em good. Then the redcoats come, an'
him an' some more o' the Liberty Boys done held
the cabin good. He was 'lowin' that mebby him
an' the boys better stay here for fear the redcoats
mought come back, but you all came, an' that's
what he means."
"Them pesky T ories done wanted to run off with
yer, hey?" muttered the oldest brother. "I reckon
I gotter say something to 'em. Much erbleeged,
captain, but we uns kin take care o' thinks now."
"Yes, I think you can,'' laughed Dick, and then,
as it was approaching sunset, the boys all mounted their horses and set out for the camp.
"Mandy did not seem t o think there was anything out of the way in calling those three giants
boys," chuckled Bob when they were on the road
and going along at a gallop.
"It is the force of habit," laughed Mark. "I expected to see some boys like ourselves when she
spoke."
"011' dose was pays, what was men already?"
asked Carl.
"Sure they must be as big as a church steeple,"
·
laughed Patsy.
"Well, she has always called them the boys, and
never heard them called anything else," observed
Dick, "and the idea that they were not the boys
was not a pleasing one."
"Force of habit, as Mark says," remarked Bob.
They were all riding _on at a good gait and
were near a rocky defile down which they were intending to make their way to their curious cave
camp, when Mark, who was with Dick and Bob,
suddenly exclaimed :
"Jove! there are some Hessians, and a lat ·of
them."
"Charge them, boys," said Dick, "and then when
they are on the run, turn and go down the path
and they will think we have been swallowed up."
The boys dashed afte.r the Hessians, who wen
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not mounted, and the latter, thinking that the
whole troop of Liberty Boys . were after them,
turned and fled. The boys suddenly turned into
the defile a short distance farther on and were
quickly out of sight from the main road. Going
down a narrow and very winding path with blind
alleys leading from it, the bovs at leng th reached
the mouth of a cave in the side of a high hill, the
formation eing sandstone, and much of the cave
having been made by the action of the water, a
part being natural, but none made '!Jy man. The
boys rode in and dismounted at a little distance,
when Dick returned to the mouth of the strange
hiding-place, saying:
"These Hessians are a little too close to our
cave camp, and I think I will have a look at them
in the morning and ee about driving them farther away."
CHAPTER IV.-Bob Gets in and Out of Trouble.

•

In the mornin.g Dick set out on horseback with
some of the boys to see what he could learn concerning the enemy, and tC} ascertain if any more
of then:i had arrived during the night, suspecting
that such might be the case. With him were
Bob, Jack Warren, Sid Carhart, Paul Howes and
a number of the boys all well mounted and all
ready for any adventure, and all to be depended
upon in case of an emergency. They were riding
along .at a moderate pace when they suddenly
heard the sound of loud voices not far ahead of
them, and then shots and the sound of blows.
"Hallo! there is somethinir going on!" said Bob
excitedly.
"And "-e want to have something to do with it,
. perhaps," replied Dick. "Forward!"
The boy~ da shed ahead and shortly came upon
1he three "boys," as Mandy called them, engaged
in a struggle witq a number of Hessians. There
were three of the patriots and a dozen of tne
Hessians, the latter endeavoring to take the Virginians prisoners. The latter were dealing lusty
blows upon the enemy, but these outnumbered
them, and it looked as if they might succeed in
their undertaking.
"Forward, Liberty Boys!" shouted Dick.
"Down with the Hessians!"
"Liberty forever! Give it to the foreign hirelings I" roared the boys, pressing forward and
slashing at the Hessians, who were on foot, as
were the three sturdy Virginians.
They recognized the boys and did not despise
their help, as they were in great danger of being
overpowered by the Hessians despite their size
and strength. They set up a shout and attacked
the enemy with renewed vigor, the boys helping
them and dealing tremendou s blows right and left
upon the enemy.
"Down with them, boys!" shouted Bob, sending
I\ big Hessian's hat flying with a stroke of his
sword, and giving him a bad s<;alp wound besides. Jack, Sid, Paul, Ben and the rest of the
boys were doing valiant work and needed no· encouragement from Dick to pun ish the enemy all
they could.
Next to the Tories, the Hessians were the enemies whom the boys hated worst, and they lost no
opportunity of inflicting all the punishment upon
them that they could. There were more of the

boys than there were of the · Hessians, and the
latter quickly realized this and took to flight.
"Give them fits, boys!" roared Bob, pu rsu ing
three of the Hessians on his fine bay. "Scatter
the ruffians! Give it to them!"
Jack Warren on his speedy bay mare, Sid Carhal't on his black Sachem with a white star in his
forehead, and Paul Howes on his pure white Captain named in honor of Dick, set off after Bob,
not knowing what might happen to the impetuous
fellow. In fact, something did happen to him, ,
and very shortly. Bob had the start of the boys,
and suddenly the three Hessians he was pursuing
came upon some others, and the entire party
quickly turned, seized Bob, dragged him from his
bay and ran off with him. They evidently took
him for Dick Slater, and thought that they had
made a fin e capture, and so it was, but not as fine
as they supposed. They dashed down the road,
taking Bob with t.hem, and in a few moments
came upon more of their number, and then upon
some mounted redcoats. Jack Warren and the
boys with him suddenly discovered these newcomers, and Jack said quickly:
"Look out, boys, or we will share the fate of
Bob Estabrook. Fire a volley at these fellows to
arouse the captain."
Sid and Paul fired two or three shots apiece
with their pistols, and Jack discharged his musket, at the same time setting up a shout.
"To the rescue, Libeity Boys!" he cried in a
high key. "Down with the redcoats!"
On came Dick and the rest of the boys with
the three Virginians, all halting at sight of the
redcoats, who were a considerable party. The
redcoats'-. thinking that there were more of the
Liberty .H-Oys than was the case, wheeled• and rode
away, taking Bob with them and leaving the Hessians to look after themselves as best they might.
This they did by diving into the woods and quickly disappearing.
"After them, boys!" cried Dick. "We may overtake them, as we are better mounted than they ·
are, and snatch Bob away. They seem to think
there is a big party of us, and they m&y let him
go in order to make their own escape."
The boys fairly fled after the redcoats but
shortly the latter came up with another party,
and Dick saw that it would be useless to pursue
the .enemy. . The redcoats halted, in fact, upon
commg up with the others, and Dick and the boys
fell back and took a path leading into the woods
which Dick knew, and which the redcoats would
not be able to follow. They heard the enemy go
thundering by, expecting to catch them in a few
minutes, and laughed to themselves as they
thought of the disappointment they were sure to
meet with.
_ "We will wait here," said Dick. "They will return at length, and we want to pt Bob out of
their clutches as soon as possible.'
The boys waited in a little opening, and at
length heard the sound of the redcoats returning.
Dick crept close to the end of the path being
well hidden from sight, and presently h~ heard
a redcoat say:
"It's most extr;iordinary where the young rebels could have gone so soon. They can't fly, but
they certainly disappeared in the most extraordinary fashion.~'
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"Oh they have some hole in the swamps where
'
away, the young foxes, ' ' muttere d anthey sneak
other. "You can't expect them to stand up
against the King's troops."
"Not with the odds so strongly against us, at
any rate," thought Dick. ·
"Well, we have captured their captain, at any
rate, and that is something," declared the fint
speaker.
They went on, and Dick crept out, signaled to
Jack and one or two others to follow, and went
after the redcoats. The otheTs were to follow at
a little distance, but first Dick wanted to see
where the redcoats were going and 'how many of
them they were. At the end of half a mile he
saw a roadside tavern, and here the redcoats had
halted their being a number of them outside,
while the officers could be seen sitting in the taproom at the open windows.
"There they are, boys," he said. "They are
bound to stop and enjoy themselves, and it will
give us a chance to do somethini; for. Bob. We
must be cautious, as we are all m uniform, and
if we are seen ·we can do nothing."
"\Ve want to be sure that these redcoats have
not sent Bob ahead with some othern," declared
Jack.
"The whole party seems to be there, Jack," replied Dick, "and I think that ~ob. i~ with them
somewhere in the tavern. It is likely that the
landlord is patriot, as there are not many ~ories
in this section, and if we can get to see him he
may help us."
The boys waited till the rest came up, when
Dick said:
"I am going to try to get to the tavern and see
if I can discover Bob. Some of you had better
do the same, but going in different directions.
The more of us that there are at ww·k the more
chance there is to accomplish something."
Dick set out along the edge of the road, keeping
hidden· as much as possible, while Jack, Sid and
Paul went through the woods, but not together,
determined to do all they could to rescue Bob.
The young lieutenant in the meantime had be~n
taken to the tavern, where one of the officers said
to him, in an arrogant tone:
"Well, Slater, my fine young rebel, we have got
you at la s~ after all the trouble you have been
niaking u s."
"Oh have you?'' laughed Bob. "Well, as it
happe~s, I am not Dick Sl.ater." .
"Don't try to lie out of it, you impudent young
'rebel " sputtered the redcoat. "It won't do you
a bit' of good. I know you, my fine fellow."
"I am not trying to lie out of anything,"
laughed Bob, "but you :ire mistaken. I am not
bick Slater."
The officer called in another officer and asked :
"Is not this young rebel Dick Slater, the captain of the Liberty Boys?"
"He certainly is, Captain Hillbrooke," the other
officer replied.
"The fellow is trying to make out that he is not
Slater, so that we will let him go, no doubt, but I
know better."
"He is Slater and no one else, captain.''
"Of course he is, positively," and Bob knew
that the man had settled it in his own mind that
he was Dick Slater, and the other officer did not
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care to contradict him, and so had agreed with
him. Bob was put in a rear r oom with the door
locked and redcoats outside watching him, so that
his chances of escape seemed rather slim.
"The fellow has settled on it that I am Dick,"
he said to himself, "but even if I were to convince
him that I am not it would make no difference, for
I am a 'rebel,' according to them, and that is sufficient."
Bob began. looking about him with a view to
making hi s escape, for although he knew that
Dick and the boys would do all t hey could for him,
he thought it jui;t as well to make an effort in his
own behalf. All the Liberty Boys- were self-reliant, and Bob was not a boy to wait f.o r some
one else to do something for him without trying
to do something himself. The window was open,
and he looked out and said, with a laugh:
"There are only a dozen of you redcoats here.
Do you think tJrnt is enough?"
"Enough for what, you saucy young rebel?"
asked a sergeant with a red nose and a scar over
one eye.
"To watch me, of course, you stupid redcoat,"
with a laugh:
"Here, here, you rebel, you mustn't call names,"
protested the sergeant.
"What are you doing?" laughed Bob. "I have
as much right to call names as you have. I am
not a rebel."
"Oh, we've enough to watch you, my lac!, and
one or two would do it, but the officers are inside,
and that's no place for us."
"Not good enough?" askecl Bob, with a grin.
The man did not see -the fun of the rema rk,
and replied:
"To be sure it's good enough, but the officers
don't think we're good enough, don't you know.
That's why we're out he re. Oh, you won't get
•
away, my lad."
"\Vhy won't he get away?" Bob heard some one
ask, and then he saw Mandy Sloane come around
the corner of the house. "What's the matter of
him? Can't he run?"
"Hallo, my girl; haven't I seen you before?"
asked the sergeant, Mandy giving no sign of recognizing Bob.
"Mebbe. ye have," the girl replied with a laugh,
"and that's a good thing for you. I donno as I
can say the same foi· rn'self."
"Why not?" asked the sergeant.
"Because ye're not a pooty sight ter look at.
Nobody'!! kill yer fur yer good looks.''
"You're a rebel, I fancy."
"Then ye don't fancy right, for I ain't," with
a chuckle. "Who's that in the winder? Some one
set to watch ye?""
"You're a loyal· sy_bject, are you?" asked the
sergeant, some of the men gathering about to hear
1.he conversation.
"Oh, I'm loyal, all right," said the girl, step.ping back, t he men following.
"To the King?" enquired the sergeant.
"I didn't say nothing about the King. You
asked me if I was loyal, and so I am.''
Then you're a rebel," declared the ~ ergeant.
Mandy promptly boxed his ears, and with such
vigor that he jumped backward, upset two or
there of the men, and made a lot of confusion.
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"By George! I must have a kiss for that!"
cried the sergeant, getting up.
"You kin have it if yer ketch me," laughed
Mandy, starting off on the run.
The sergeant and all the !'est set out in pursuit, the girl leading them toward the road and
leaving the prisoner without a guard. Bob knew
that the girl had recognized him, and that she was
doing this to give him an opportunity to escape.
Before the redcoats were well away from the tavern he was out of the window and making for
the woods at full speed. Here he suddenly came
upon Jack Warren.
"Hallo, Jack! Looking for me, were you?"
"Yes, but how did you manage to get away?"
"Mandy Sloane gave me a chance by leading the
redcoats away. She's a clever girl."
Just then there was a loud outcry from the
road.

1

"Waal, I donno how clever I am, but they ain't
no mistake about my bein' a patriot,'' with a
laugh, "an' I'm ready ter do anything ye say."
"All right, we'll get to the tavern first and see
what they are doing with .Dick. He will try to
help himself, but we must do all we can at the
same time."
Bob and Mandy, who still wore her blue sunbonnet, made their way toward the rear of the
tavern, the boys going in different directions, and
keeping a sharp lookout for the enemy as well as
for a chance to aid Dick. The young captain was
taken to the tavern, where one of the redcoats
said to the captain, who had declared that Bob
was Dick:
"We have taken the captain of those rescally
young rebels, the Liberty Boys, Captain Hillbrooke. What shall we do with him?"
T~e other .officer. was present, and the captain,
looking at Dick, sa id to his companion in a rather
sharp tone:
· "You said the other was Slater. Don't you
CHAP1'ER V.-Mandy Helps the Boys.
know the young rebel when you see him?"
"I had my doubts, sir, but as you were so cerDick Slater, hunying along at the side of the tain it was Slater, I could not--"
road toward the tavern so as to discover if Bob
, "Nonsense! I never said it was Slater. Bewas there, heard a sudden commotion ahe.a d of sides, haven't you a mind of your own? You told
him, and then saw Mandy Sloane hurrying down me the other fellow was Slater."
the road pursued by the dozen redcoats. Thinking nothing of the danger to himself, Dick sprang . 1:'his was true enough, but the captain · had also
out, whipped out his pistols and said in a deter- ms1sted that Bob was Dick, and the man had not
d~red to contradict his arrogant superior officer.
mined tone:
"Let that girl alone, you miserable redcoats I" Dick understood the situtaion, and laughed to
himself as he watched the face of the self-suffi"Scoot, captingl" cried Mandy, burring on. cient
captain.
"The leftenant is all right."
"Are you the rebel captain, Slater?" the redDick's misunderstanding of the case and his de- coat
asked.
lay worked against him, for now the sergeant and
"No, I am not," said Dick.
the redcoats with him came rushing on, realizin~
"You are not Dick Slater?" gasped the serthat he was the captain of the Liberty Boys, ana geant.
not the prisoner in the tavern. It was too late
'.'.Yes, I am Dick Slater, but I am no rebel."
for him to escape, and he was quickly surrounded,
. Of course,.you are a rebel!" snapped Captain
Mandy getting away, however, and hurrying on.
You can't be anything else. Don't
Bob Estabrook and Jack Warren on the edge of H1llbrooke.
the woods looked toward the road and saw the tell me you are not a rebel."
"But I do tell you so," Dick replied. "I am
cause of the uproa.J.·.
"Jove! that's too bad; they have caught Dick!" not a rebel. I am an American officer and a
exclaimed Bob. "He must have misunderstood patriot, fighting for independence. We are not
what the girl was up to, and ran out to protect rebels. You British did not call yourselves rebels
when ~ou fought for your rights and liberties,
her."
"Well, now we've got to get him out of trouble," and neither do we."
"The case is no t the same; you are rebels I
said Jack.
They made their way to where the other boys say," snapped the captain with an air of finality
were waiting, and explained what had happened, "Lock the young rebel up and see that he doe~
Sid and Ben shortly coming in and telling the not get away, as the other did."
Dick was taken to another room in the tavern
same story.
"Well, we've got to look out for Dick now," de- this· being on the second floor, where the chanc~
of escape was not as. good as upon the first floor.
clared Bob, and then Mandy appeared.
"The captain is ketched," she said. "I didn't The door was locked and there was a guard in the
know he was about, an' when I ran off with them hall outside, the redcoats being at the side of the
redcoats trailin' arter me sols ye could get away, house as when Bob was a prisoner. Dick looked
he reckoned I was in trouble an' run out ter help out and saw thE! redcoats and then saw a white
me."
·
handkerchief di splayed in a clump of bushes at
"Yes, I saw it,'' said Bob. "Well, never mind, one sitle of the house not very far from the redit was not your fault, and now we must do our · coats.
best to get him out."
.
"There is Bob," he said to himself, and then he
"An' I'll help ye all I kin, 'though I dassen't waved his own handkerchief in a careless fashion
show myself now arter what I done, 'cause they'll and stepped back into the room.
know I done helped ye ter git away."
Looking around, he saw tha t there was another
"That's all right," said Bob. "You can help us, door besides the one leading into the hall and
I have no doubt, for you are a very clever girl and ~his he ti:ied, finding. that it was not locked. Opena good patriot."
mg 1t without makmg any noise, he looked info
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anoth er room in which there was a bed and a few
other pieces of furnitm·e, b ut there was another
door to it besides the one he had opened. There
was a windo\\", however, and he crossed the room
quietly and looked out. It ga\·e him a view of
the ground back of the house, and there were
no redcoat:; in sight here, a ll being at the side of
the tavern.
"If I can get out here," he said lo himself, "it
will be a ll right, becau se I can then easily make
my way to where Bob is."
Tearing a page out of his notebook, he wro te a
note to Bob, tell ine; him that he wa:; go ing to make
his way out by the rear window, u sing t he bed
cord a s a !-)pe, and for Bob to look out for him.
There was an old candlestick on the little table
in the room, and he stu ck the note in this and returned to the r oom he had just lef t. Then he
threw the candlestick out of the window, seeing it
fall among the bushes. The r edcoats had not noticed what he did, and he now went into the smaller roo m, loc king the d0or after him . Throwing
the covers from the bed, he quickly took out the
cord which held up the mattress, making a long
and strong rope of it by doubling it twice. He
fastened one end to the bedstead and threw the
other out of the window. Just then he heard the
outer door of the other room open .
" Hallo! where is the young ra scal? Hiding, is
he?"
"I was n one t oo soon,'' thought Dick as he got
out of the wi ndo w.
"Hallo come ou t of that, you rebel!"
Then he heard some one pounding on the door
and trying to break it down .
"It is none too stro11g,'' he sa id. "I must hurry."
Then he g·lic!ed rnpidly clow n the rope, and presently heard a cras h from t he floor t\bove which h t>
had just left. Looking down, he saw Bob and
Mandy Sloane, and then a 1rnmber of the boys.
He went on and ·was w ithin a few feet from the
grnund v;he;1 he heard a shou f from the w indow
above.
"'Hallo! look out for the rebel, he is escaping!"
some one called out, and then he looked up and
saw a redcoat in the window.
Th e man suddenly whipped oi.\; a knife, and
was about to cut the cords -.vhen Bob fired a shot
and sent the knife flying out of hi s hand.
"Drnp, Dick!"' he cried.
Dick let go and was caught by Jack and Sid.
The man in the window continued to shout, howeper, and went to the other window where he
could see the redcoats.
"Come on, Dick,'' said Bob, "we can get away."
It was a few moments before the redcoats understood that Dick was making his escape by the
1·ear windo:w, and by the time they reached the
back of the house there ·was ilO one to be seen
there. There was a great alarm raised, and the
redcoats came rushing from the tavern and from
the road, all looking for the runaway rebels, but
seeing nothing of them. By that time Dick and
his rescuers were in the road hurrying toward the
place where they had left their horses. The redcoats came finally dashing along the road, thinking that Dick had gone that way, and saw the
boys just as they were mounting their horses and
riding away at a gallop.
They were not as well mounted as the boy:;, and

iu a short time the latter were well in advance
a nd the enemy were forced to give up the chase.
Mandy had been in the neighbo1·hood w hen she
saw the redcoat~ come up to the tavern with Bob,
a nd she determined to do all she could to rescue
him, not knowing t hat Dick and the boys were
coming on for the same uurpose. The girl went
on her way after Dick had escaped, the young
captain, Bob and all th e boys thanking her most
heartily for what she had done.
"Oh, that's aJl right, I reckon," she answered.
with a laugh . "You un s did me a good turn, an'
we' re all good patriots, and \l"e've gotter help each
other if we wanter win this fight."
"You are all right, Mandy,'' replied Dick. "The
Liberty Boys help all good patriots, and we a.re
glad of any help from others. We a.re not too
proud to take it, no matter from whence it may
come. vVe are all good patriots together."
"Reckon we are, capt'n, an' that's the way ter
talk ," and then Mandy went away while the boys
continued on their way.
The boys had liked Mandy before, but they
liked her still better now, recognizing her worth
more than ever.
"There was that girl,'' said Bob, "never knowing that there was any one trying to help me anti
setting about it all alone, never expecting any
help from the boy. She is the right sort, I tell
you."
"Indeed she is, blue sPnbonnet or no blue sunbonnet," laughed Jack Warren.
"She migh t not be h a lf as brave as she is now
if she wore a big bonnet and plumes,'' declared
Ben Spurlock.
" And yet she might," said Jack. "However,
she is one of the right sort, and if she were a boy
sh e would be one of us."
" There are plenty of good girls who help t he
cau se," de clared Dick. "We know plenty of them
ourselves."
All the boys agreed to this, for the sisters of a
number of them had done many brave deeds for
the cause of independence. Alice Estabrook, Edith
Slater, Dorothy Warr~ and many others had aided the boys in many ways, and there were others
whom the boys knew who had done a great deal
for the cause.
"The redcoats and Hessians are getting as
thick as bears around a bee tree," muttered B~b,
as the boys rode on, "and we must do something
to show them their places."
"That is what we are going to do, Bob," declared Dick. "From our cave camp we can sally
out upon the enemy, do all the mischief we can,
and then get away and puzzle them as to our hiding-place."
"That is so, Dick, and it is the most unlikely
thing In the world that they will ever find out
where we a.re."
The boys went to the cave, where those who had
remained behind were greatly interested in hearing of their adventures.
"You did not see any camp of the enemy, did
you, Dick?" asked Mark Morrison.
"No, Mark, I did not, but we must find out
where it is, and attack it at an unexpecetd moment."
"The headquarters of the officers is in the tav-
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ern," laughed Ben, "but that is as near to a camp
as we came."
The boys smiled, and Dick said:
"Some of u s must go to the headquarters .in
disguise , and perhaps we will learn more of the
enemy. We cannot ven ture there in uniform unless we had a s trong party, but we can go as
spies and perhaps learn considerable."

CHAPTER VI.-A Daring Scheme Fails.
After dinner Dick a nd Bob, with two or three of
the boys, all in ordinary dress and riding horses
not likely to attract attention as their own would,
set out to Yisit the ta.,vern and to locate the camp
of the redcoats if possible. Dick and Bob rode tog ether, J ack, Be n and Sid being a little way behind, but ready to come up in a moment if they
were wanted. Dick a n d Bob were within a short
distance of the tavern when they saw two r oughlooking men coming around a turn in the road.
D ick knew the men to be Sol Baynes and Jim
FL.is1 the fellows who had trie<l to nrn otf with
Manay, and he imitated the sound of a hawk so
to warn the boys behind not to come too fast.
When the men reached t he boys t hey hal t ed, and
B aynes, loclking sharply at Dick, said, with a
'
snarl:
"I r eckon you're the young rebel what interfered wjlh my doin's ycstiddy, an' I'm goin' ter
lick yer."
"You arc wrong in y our reckoning, Sol Baynes,"
said Dick , "for you a re net going· t o do anything
of the sort. The re are two of you, but there are
two of us a s well."
"You uns is only oys, an' we uns air men . Yer
don't 'spect thet boys air goin' ter get ther bes t
o' men, do ye?"
"We did yesterday, " with a laugh.
Baynes g aYe the other man a wink, and the
two suddenly da shed forward and tried to drag
the bo 's from their ho rse s. Bob gave Baynes a
crack on the head wi · h the butt of b' ' pistol,
'ck Jim
which made him sta gger, and Diel,
" im see
Files a bl ow with hi s fist w hich rn
stars. Then both at a signal from JJ. ~ k leaped
from their saddles and seized the two men, Dick
saying :
"You two fellows could be sent to j a il fol'
yesterday's work, and I have a mind to send you
there. Perhaps you can tell me something , and
if you do you won't go to j a il just now, although
I will not prnmise not to send you there as soon
as convenient."
Just then the three .other Liberty Boys came
up and the two Tories saw that th ing s were beginning to look black for th em .
"What yer want ter know?" asked Sol Baynes,
who was ihe biggest rascal of the two.
"Where is the camp of the redcoats, and how
many of thern are there in it ?"
"I donno," muttered the Tory.
"Do you want to go to jail, Sol?" asked Dick.
•·I 'll send you there if you don't tell me what I
want to kno w you know well enough, and I must
~now."
Tl1et presence of the five liberty Boys had a
g : oa .ital to do with the man's decision to give
Dick the information he sought. The Tories

were outnumbered, and Baynes kn ew the character of the boys well enough to kno w that they
would stand n o tr ifling.
"Get readv to take these fellows away, boys,.,
said Dick. "They t ri ed to run a way wit h Mandv
Sloane, a s some of you know, and they sho uld
1go to jail for it."
"Tha t wasn't nothin' but a joke, cantain." mutt ered Baynes, evidently ve r y much disturbed in
his mind. "We never meant to do it, but jest
wanted ter skeer ther gal a bit. That wasn't
noth in' at all."
"You know better than that, Sol," said Dick.
"Come where have the redcoats got their camp,
and how many men have they? Has Cornwallis
come up yet, and where is he?"
"I donno that," said the Tory. " T'other feller,
Tarleton, has a r ight smart lot o' men, an' he's
over yonder," pointing to the eastward, "erbout
tew miles. Hqin't saw Cornwallis yet."
"And -the Hessian s, hat about them'?"'
"Tlwy ha in't got •,o many an ' th ey a u1' , so fu1·
off: They're that 'ere way," pointing in another
direction. "Never thought o' them funiners."
Dick put a few questions to test the t rnthfu l·
ness of the two men, and received ans wers which
showed him tha t they had not told untru ths, a nd
then he said :
"\Vell, I p r omised to let -you g o if you told the
tru th, but now Jct me tell you t hat if you don' t
g et out of thi s $CCtion and stop your mischief
mak ing at once, w -wiil hang }' ou at the first
opp ortunity. "
The t wo T ories lQoked fr,i15 htened and Dick continued:
"You are not: 11ly a couple of rascals who ough t
to be in jail. bEt you are spies ~i) d you will inform the enem y of ou.r intent i011s at the first
cha nc e; you get. Yo Kn v;; what we do with spies
·when we c:itch thr'm , don't you?"
The men looked more frigl1tened than ever, and
Dick added :
"N ov1 th e best t hin g you can do is to leave this
part of th cou ni1'y at once, unle ·s you are
anxious to stretch a r ope. If you are found within ten miles of this place by evening you will-"
The Tories <lid not wait for Dick to tell them
what he would do to them, but bolted up the road
in the greatest haste and were quickly out of
sight.
"You won't see those fellows around here again
in a huny," laughed Jack.
"I reckon you won't," added Sid Carhart. "They
know that t he captain means what h e says, a n d
that he will do just as he h as promised."
"Which one of the camps are you g oing to attack first, Dick?" asked Bob.
"I think we will have a look at both of them
first, Bob," the young captain replied. "Suppose
you take some of the boys and look up the Hes·
sians while I go and reconnoiter the redcoat camp.
You had better come wi.th me, J ack. "
Bob set off with Ben and Sid, while Dick went
with Jack in a different direction. Jack was glad
to be with Dick, for there v,ras promise of an adventure, and the lively fellow was a l ways ready
for one , and to be depended u pon in one a s well.
Going on, th e two l;i_oys at length reached the
tavern, where Dick had already had a number
of adventures, and here they saw through the
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windows half a dozen redcoats sitting in the tap- and catching sight of the noted British officer as
room drinking and smoking, and gen erally en- he came up the steps.
"Find out where he goes," said Dick to the
joying them selves.
"As the Tories are not there, Jack, I think we young woman.
"Very good, young gentlemen," said the young
might venture to go in and see what w e can learn
woman, picking up the coins which Dick laid
of the enemy," suggested Dick.
"I certainly have no objection to that, captain," down. "Th e matter shall be attended to at once."
"Ybu have a scheme in your head, Dick,'' whisreplied Jack, with a short laugh.
"The landlord may know me," Dick went on, pered Jack, as the young woman went away.
"Yes ; I tried to get hold of Tarleton once be''but I do not think he is an enemy of ours. He
allows the redcoats to CQ,_nw in because it is good fore, Jack."
"So you did. And you are still thinking of it?"
for trade, and then he cannot help himself very
"Yes,'' shortly.
well."
"Jove! it is a daring pla n, Dick, and if it should
"No, because they would wreck the inn if he did
not. He is wise to make no objection, and I think succeed--"
"vVe must try to make it succeed, Jack,'' said
likely that he learns a bit besides, which will be
Dick.
of use to u s."
Tarleton did not enter the tap-room, but went
"Quite right, Jack," shortly.
The two boys dismounted, tethered thei r horses directly to one of the private chambers, the boys
at the hitching-post, and entered the inn unob- eating and drinking, and apparently unconcerned
trusively, taking seats in a corner near enough to about the arrival of the stranger.
In a short time the young woman returned and
a party of redcoats to hear what they were saying, and not too near to be suspected of having said in a low tone:
"He is in the second room on the right along
seated themselves for the purpose of hearing
what was said. A young woman in a smart cap the hall which you will see a s you go out on your
and spotless apron presently came up, took their left."
"He is alone?"
orders and said in a low tone:
"Yes, but is expecting some one. Perhaps the
"You are not afraid of being recognized, capcaptain yonder will be sent for, although he is
tain?"
Dick looked around, saw Captain Hillbrooke at not very important. Some one else may be expected first."
a little distance, and replied:
"Very good. We shall lose no time."
"No, I am not. The captain yonder ha s seen
"You have. some daring scheme in your head,
me, but he is so settled in his own conceit that
he would not admit that I was Dick Slater if he captain?" in an excited \?hisper. "Be cautious.
took a notion, and I do not think he is quick You are surrounded by enemies .. "
"Yes, I know that, but if I ·venture nothing I
to recognize persons."
gain nothing."
"I think I can give you some info r mation con"Very true. We will give you all the help we
cerning him and the redcoats," the young woman can,
although it is very dangerous."
continued.
·" We are accustomed to facing dangers,"
"Very good. The landlord is a patriot? I had shortly.
)
an idea he was."
The young woman smiled and went away. The
"Yes, he is, but we keep our lips closed while boys shortly fini shed their simple repast and
the redcoats are here."
arose to leave. The young woman met them as
"Naturally," with a smile. "That is discretion they reached the door.
itself."
"I have been sent to summon the captain,'' she
The young woman went away, and Jack said, whispered.
~
looking around the room :
"Don't do it, yet," whispered Dick.
"No one suspects u s, and the captain has not
Then he and Jack went out and hurried along
looked our way s ince we came in. The people here the passage, which she had mentioned. Reaching
are our fri ends, and we can depend upon them the second door on the right, Dick entered the
in case of any trouble."
1·oom, closely followed by Jack Warren. Tarleton
"Very true, Jack ," Dick a g reed. "I thought looked up, sa w the boys, and said, angrily:
that the landlord or some of the attendants might
"What do you want, you clods ? This is a prirecognize us, but not the redcoats."
vate room, and--"
"There is that red-nosed sergeant not far
"vV~ want you, colonel!" said Dick, quickly,
away," with a laugh.
steppmg briskly forward, pistol in hand.
"Making hi s nose redder than ever with strong
"Dick Slater, as I live!" cried the officer, leapdrink,'' shortly.
. ing to hi s feet. "Hallo! this--"
The young woman shortly returned with some
"Silence!" hissed Dick. "I missed getting you
bread and cheese and a jug of milk, and at the once, colonel, but I will not do so now. Come with
same time Dick heard the clatter of hoofs on the us at once, and if you ma]\e a sound--"
road and looked out carelessly. A British officer
A significant gesture completed the sentence.
mounted on a white horse had just ridden up to
"Why, you wretched young rebel, do you dare
the inn a nd was abou t to dismount. Dick knew to threaten me?" with an angry snarl. "I will
·
the horse in an in stant, and the man was a s well show you that--"
know.
The ir ate officer whipped out a pistol which
"That is Tarleton, Jack,'' the young captain Jack promptly dashed from his hands as Dick
sprang forward and clapped his own weapon to
said, under his breath .
..:'.You are i·iitht," muttered J ~~· lookinjt out the colonel's head~ The pistol went off with a
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loud report, and voices were heard in the passage. In a moment the door was thrown open
and Captain Hillbrooke and three or four other
redcoats rushed in. An officious potboy wishing
to earn a shilling had delivered Tarleton's message to the captain before the young woman could
prevent him.
_
"That is Di.ck Slater, the rebel spy. Seize
him!" cried Tarl'eton.
Dick made a quick gesture to Jack, and dashed
at the redcoats. Jack went out of the window,
while Dick overturned Captain Hillbrooke. He
struck the others aside and dashed ahead. Reaching the door, Dick snatched out the key, ru shed
out, slammed the door, put the key in the loclf,
turned it and ran down the passage. He had
the key with him, and there would be no haste
about letting out the redcoats.

CHAPTER VIL-Making Ready for the Attack.
Tarleton and the redcoats were making a lot of
noise in the room where Dick had locked them in.
Some were pounding on the- doo1· and kicking at
it as well, shouting to be Jet out at the same time.
There was a crash, and the door had evidently
given way. As Dick reached the outside he saw
a redcoat jump out of the window and rush at
Jack. The latter was just untetheTing the two
horses as the man ran at him. The redcoat was
not too quick for him, however. Jack was a
lively fellow, and' then he had thought that perhaps some of the redc8ats would take the same
way out that he had. The redcoat was the rednosed sergeant whom both boys had noticed in
the room.
.
"Stop, you young rebel!" he growled, making a
dash at Jack.
The lovely fellow struck out vigorously, taking
the sergeant on the end of the nose and making
it redder than ever. Then redcoats began leaping
out of the window and coming out at the door in
great excitement. The two boys slipped their
tethers and mounted in haste. Bullets began to
whistle around . their heads, and one struck J a ck's
horse in the flank. Dick fired three or four quick
shots and said:
"Come up with me, Jack. We m'ust g et away."
Jack leaped from his horse, which was badly
lamed and sprang up behind Dick, turning . and
firing' one or two quick shots, hitting one of the
redcoats and giving him a painful fle sh wound.
Away went the two boys, quickly turning a bend
in the road.
"I am glad that was not my mare that got hit,"
muttered Jack.
"Yes that would have been unfortunate."
The ~edcoat were heard coming on at a gallop,
having mounted their horses, and Dick leaped to
the ground, saying:
"Keep on, Jack. They will not catch you now
that you are alone."
The young soldier knew that Dick would take
care of himself, and he always obeyed orders, no
matter if they seemed to put Dick in danger. Although Dick Slater was the captain of the Liberty· Boys he joined right in with them and
looked out' for the others as though he were simply a private. This endeared him all the more

to the boys, and th ey were ready to do anything
for him.
"It is not many captains that would lock out
for a fellow like that," muttered Jack a s he flew
on, looking behind him.
Dick-dove into the woods, quickly getting out of
sight, and in a short time he heard the rr"' ·cmts
coming on at full speed , and peered throu g!-i the
branches and saw them go galloping by in pursuit
of Jack. The Liberty Boy kept up a goo:!' pace,
knowing how to ge~ the best out of a horse without injuring it, and Dick knew that he wou l l escape unless some unforeseen accident occurred.
"Jack is all right," he · said to himself, "·Y<in~
out after the redcoats had gone on, "and these
fellow s will not catch him. Perhaps I can do
something myself."
He walked on, the sounds of the horses growing fainter every moment until at last he did not
hear it at all. Jack meanwhile kept on at a
good ga it, steadily gaining on the redcoats, who
caught sight of him now and then, but di d not
know that he was alon e. and wondering ho·,·1 two
boys on one horse could keep up such a pace.
Finally J ack darted down a lane which was
scarcely to be seen, but which he knew well, and
the redcoats lost sight of him entirely. Dick,
keeping on, at length heard the clatter of hoofs
and knew that the redcoats were returning. P r esently he saw the redcoats coming toward him a t
an easy pace. Tarleton was n ot wi th them; the
party being led by Captain Hillbrooke. Dick
stepped aside in the bushes, but as the last line
of redcoats was passing, he suddenly leaped upon
the horse of the rnan n earest him, upset hi>n into
the ditch, and then wheeled and r ode rapi dly
away. The redcoat set up a yell, a nd Dick called
out:
"Good-by, redcoats ! Much obliged for tbs'
horse. It will pay for the one you shot."
"By George ! that is Dick Slater himself!" roared the sergeant.
Then the redco.ats wheeled and gave chase to
Dick, but they lost time in doing it, and the young
captain was well on the way before they got
started. They fireq at h im, but he lay well along
the horse's neck, and the bullets flew over his head
and did no damage. Dick went on at a good pace,
and when out of sight at a turn of the road, took
a side path which shortened the way for him and
puzzled the redcoats. When he rode into the cave
camp, Jack Warren said, with a laugh:
"Well, you managed to pick up a horse after
all, I see, captain."
"Yes, and I had a good laugh at the redcoats
as well. I captured a horse so that I was not
obliged to walk.
Bob's party shortly came in and reported having seen the camp of the H essians and learned
how many there were in it, and Dick decided to
give them a surprise that night.
"If they join the redcoats we will not have
such a good chance," he said, "and I want to give
them a fine shaking up before it is too late."
The boys were eager to have a slap at the
Hessians, and after that to get at the r edcoats
and igive them a surprise.
"They are greatly puzzled to know where we
get to so suddenly, I have no doubt," laughed
Mark, "and we want to puzzle them still more."
A strict watch was a lways kept to see that no
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one discovered the cave camp, for the Tories
might <lo this, although there was no chance of
the redcoats 01· Hessians finding it. Dick had
found it by accident, and knew that it would
make the best sort of camp from which to sally
forth upon the enemy and then puzzle them as
to where they had gone when they retreated.
The place was large enough for many more than
the Liberty Boys, and all of it had not been
explored, a guard being kept at all the principal outlets, however, so - that no enemy might
steal upon them by some path they had not expl()red.
The boys had a good supper, and then when it
was dark, the moon being soon due to come up,
·they set out in a body for the camp of the Hessians, making as little noise as possible, and
k teping a sharp look-out for enemies. They met
with none on the way, and at length came in
sight of the Hessian camp as the moon was
rising, the camp fires showing plainly and the
noise of laughing and singing being both distinctly heard.
"There they are," said Dick, "and now to give
them a surprise."
The boys were ready to cheer, but they said
nothing and rode on, keeping as much in the
shade as possible, and making very little noise.

CHAPTER VIII.-Driving Away Unwelcome
Visitors.
Coming at length to a part of the road where
it was impossible to keep themselves concealed
any longer, the camp being in plain sight and
the road clear, the moon shining bright and the
camp fires giving plenty of light, Dick ordered
the boys to charge.
"Now then, Liberty Boys, charge!" he cried,
waving his sword. '"Let the Hessians have It,
down with them, do all the mischief you can!"
"Liberty forever, down with the Hessians!"
shouted the brave boys a s they urged their
horses and prepared to fire upon the word.
The Hessians had no notion that the gallant
young patriots were anywhere in the neighborhood until they heard the clatter of hoofs and
the ringing shouts of the brave boys. Then they
sprang to their feet in alarm, the pickets being
driven in after firing a few ineffectual shots.
Drums beat and trumpets sounded, and the Hessians prepared to defend themselves against the
plucky youths, not knowing if there were a hundred or three or four times that many. They
fired a scattering volley in their haste, and then
on came the daring lads right into the camp,
firing a volley and then upsetting tents, running off horses and catching up whatever might
be of use to them. The guns and swords used
by the Hessians were too cumbersome to be of
any use, and they were not taken, but · there
were other things that were valuable, and these
the boys promptly seized, at the same time charging the enemy vigorously and doing no end of
mischief.
Right through one corner of the camp they
dashed, overturning tents upon the fires, running
off horses and seizing ammunition and other
BU.I>.Plies that they could take away without
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trouble, wheeling as they reached the edge of the
camp and s,t artin,g back again in a little different
direction toward the starting point. Crackcrack-crack !
"Liberty forever; give it to the foreign hirelings, boys!" they shouted as they emptied their
pistols ?.1ld made a dash for the road, doing more
mischief and throwing the Hessians into a panic.
They quickly recovered, however, urged on by
their officers, who saw how comparatively few
there were of the boys, and now they attempted
to cut off the retreat of the gallant lads and to
capture their captain.
"Away with you, boys !" shouted Dick. "We
have done all the mischief we can, but we will
/
come again and do some more."
The boys uttered a tenific yell and dashed
out of the camp and upon the road, going at a
gallop the way they had come, and fairly thun ..
C.ering down the road. After them came the
Hessians in some force, having secured a number of horses ·and mounting in haste, hoping to
overtake the intrepid young patriots and punish
them for the mischief they had done. The boys
were well mounted and were used to making
such breakneck dashes as these, and they rapidly
drew ahead of the Hessians and were soon well
in the lead and gaining every moment.
"He who fights and gets away can come back
and make more trouble later," laughed B ob.
"There is no disgrace in running away under
these circumstances."
"Not a bit of it, lifti nant, but Oi'd rather set
thim to rinnin' nor to be rinnin' away meself,"
·
said Patsy.
"More bedder you was runner away dan be
tooken, ain't it, Batsy?" asked Carl, seriously.
"Thrue for ye, me bye."
The H essians were still in pursuit of them
when in the light of the moon they saw a number of redcoats approachin,g.
"Hallo! here is something I had not counted
upon,'' said Dick. "Halt, boys, and get ready
·
for these fellows."
The boys had not had time to reload, but now
they halted and quickly made ready for the newcdmers, whose appearance they had not thought
of.
"They may have come out to look for us and
give us a surprise, or they may be on the way to
unite with the Hessians,'' observed Mark.
"Well, whichllver it is, the coming of the Hessi.:ins will help us," laughed Dick. "Forward!
my brave lads."
With a shout the boys dashed on. The halt
they had made had given the Hessians a chance
to lessen their lead, and now they hurried forward, thinking to overtake "the brave fellows.
The redcoats, seein,g the boys halt, supposed that
they were getting ready to retreat and come on
at a gallop. When they beheld the boys suddenly come on with a shout, they did not know
what to make of it, and when they heard tho
thunder of the Hessians' horses they were still
more puzzled. The only explanation was that
there was a force behind the Liberty Boys ready
to help them, and they quickly turned and retreated. They could not believe that the boys
would attack them unless such was the case, and
they promptly beat a retreat.
Coming to another road, being at the moment
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hidden from the Hessians, Dick took his boys
down this, and they were out of sight by tho
time the Hessian s appeared. The Hessians, seeing the redcoats and thinking that they were the
Liberty Boys, went on with a dash, passing the
road where the boys had turned. Some of the
redcoats discovered that their pursuers were
Hessians, and quickly communicated this fact to
the others, the column being halted. When the
Hessians came up, both thev and the redcoats
were greatly puzzled, and each asked the other
what had become . of the youDtg "rebels." The
boys by this time were on their way to the cave
camp under the lead of Bob, while Dick and a
few others were in the bushes seeing and hearing what went on betw~n the two forces.
"They ·must have gone down that other road,"
said Captain Hillbrooke, who was in command
of the redcoats. "If we go after them we must
overtake them. They will not get away as
easily as they think, the saucy young rebels."
The combined forces now set out toward the
other road, expecting to overtake the daring lads
and punish them for their temerity in having
dared to attack a detachment of the King's
troops, the Hessians not being considered. Dick
and the boys with him made their way rapidly
to the road down which Bob and the rest had
gone, and mounted their horses, standing in full
view In the moonlight in the middle of the road.
On came the redcoats and the Hessians, but just
as they reached the other road they heard Dick
shout in a loud voice :
"Now then, boys, get ready to give it to these
fellows again!"
The redcoats halted in some confusion and saw
Dick and three or four of the Liberty Boys sitting on their 'horses in the middle of the road.
They were not going to be put to the blush a.gain
by the Liberty Boys, and Captain Hillbrooke
ordered his men to charge. The boys fired a
volley1 and then wheeled and dashed away,
laughing heartily at the redcoats and going like
the wind. The enemy could not catch up with
them, and at length gave up the chase, particularly as the road began to grow rough and windj!1g, and they became app1·ehensive of being
caught in an ambush. Dick and the boys caught
up with Bob and the main body, and all went
to the cave, greatly pleased at the result of the
evening's adventure.
"We must find out where the redcoats have
their camp and then give them a surprise," said
Dick when they reached the cave. "We must
keep ·them puzzled with regard to our whereabouts, for in that way we can play a great war
game against them and aid the-cause materially.
We must also learn if Cornwallis is yet in the
neighborhood."
The boys occupied themselves in various ways
while not on post, there being pickets set bn
the r oad at different points to guard against
possible surprise by the Tories or other enemies,
Jack Warren and Ben Spurlock being upon a
road not often used, but considered just a s important by Dick, nevertheless. They were walking slowly up and down, listening and looking
along the road, keeping in the shadow from
force of habit, when Jack, wl).o was farther on
than B en, heard some one coming, and then the
sound of voices.
.
"Gin'ral Cornwallis would pay a lot if he

knowed where the sassy rebels is," some one
said, "an' I reckon I kin tell him."
"But he ain't here now, Gil, so how be ye goin' ter tell him ?" another voice replied.
"Huh! that's all yew know."
"I wanter know."
"Waal, I'm tellin' ye, Pete. Cornwallis is in
ther deestrick , 'cause I've seen hi s camp, an' I
reckon I kn ow where them young rebels is. They
stopped pap from gettin' Mandy Sloan so's I
could marry hP.r, an' l ·1gotter git even on 'em."
"That's so, Gil, an' I gotter help-- Gosh I
what's that?"
Jack had imitated the sound of a hawk to signal to Ben to come on, but to keep hidden.
"That's nothin' but a nighthawk,'' disgu stedly.
"Yew ain't a-skeered o' that?"
"No, but it come so Sudden-like that I had ter
jump. "So ye know where the young rebels ls,
do yer?"
"Waal, I reckon I dew, an' I'm going' ter find
out fur sartin', an' then tell the gin'ral and get
some money."
"Where is it, Gil Baynes?"
Jack was sure that one of the· speakers was
Gil Baynes, for he heard hard the name and
now he was certain. The fellow was a Tory and
the son of Sol Baynes, whom Dick Slater had
warned away from the district. He might know
where the Liberty Boys had their camp, and
Jack determined to find out and to catch the two
Tories if he could.
"Huh! I ain't er-goin' ter tell ye, 'cause then
ye'll go an' tell ther gin'ral yerself, an' cheat
me out'n the money,'' sna pped Gil.
"Won't do nothin' o' t.he sort! You're all ther
time suspicionin' suthin', Gil Baynes. Reckon
yew'd dew thet yerself, an' so ye think other
folks'd dew it."
"Don't yew talk like thet ter me, Pete Files,
'cause ef yew dew I'll swat ye!"
"Reckon ye won't, then!" snorted the other,
and Jack saw the two boys, for such they were,
stop in the road and glare angrily at each other.
Ben was close at hand now, and the two young
1;atriots stood in the shadow watching the Tory
boys and wondering what they would do, if they
did anything.
"Waal, mebbe I won't." muttered Gil, "but anyhow yew've got no call ter talk ter me like o'
that, sence we've allus been friends like."
"I donno as we have." with a ~row!. "Ye'vu
done nasty things ter me. an' T orter licked ye
fur et, but I didn't 'cause I didn't want ter
hurt ye."
"Huh! ye needn't ha' been a-skeered o' that,
'cause ye couldn't nohow."
"Mebbe I could, an' anyhow I reckon I know
the place where ye think ther Liberty B oys hev
thur camp. It's in a cave in the mount'ns. I
done found it last spring, but I never went inter
et much, 'cause----"
"I know, 'cau se vew was a-skeered. I ain't
sheered of it, an' Ja &t fall I went all through it,
or mostly, anyhow. I reckon ihem rebels is
tr.ere, an' I'm goin' t fl" look. Yer kin come with
~e ef yer like.
I'll take keer on ye," with a
scornful Ia ugh."
This was too much for Pete, . and he flew at
Gil and gave him the thrashing he had promise.i
to igive him, the other boy finally running away
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blubbering lourily and threatening all sorts of
things.
"These boys know something about the cave,''
said Jack, "but probably not as much as we do
nor as they think they do. We must watch
them."
"It will be an easy matter to frighten them
awav," observed Ben. "We might have captured
them, but we don't want to keep them, and we
found out something."
"Yes, that Cornwallis is near at hand. Dick
will be glad to know of that, for he will tell
Wayne and Lafaye:te, and it is likely that. we
shall have a brush with the proud earl before
Ieng."
"I hope we will, and take down his pride a
bit," muttered Ben. "We give Tarleton a scare,
and I'd be glad if we could give Cornwallis another."
The boys waited for the return of the Tory
boys, but only Pete Files came back, takin11: the
middle of the road and whistling a lively tune
to keep up his courage.
"I reckon I know as much erbout thet there
cave as Gil Baynes does," he muttered, "an' I'm
goin' there now an' see ef ther rebels Is there,
an' then I'm goin' ter tell the gin'ral m'self. Gil
done said I would, an' ef I have ther name [
mought as well hev the game."
The boys left the _T ory boy 1go on, but signaled to the others so that there was very little
chance of his getting far into the ca,.e. He did
find one way to it, but had gone only a short
distance when there .came deep groans and then
shrieks, and the Tory, dreadfully frightened, ran
out df the place as fast as he could go, declaring
that it was haunted.
"He won't come here again in a hurry,"
laughed Sam Sanderson, and in a short time
Jack and Ben came in, having been relieved
by the two Harrys, and told Dick what they had
heard from the Tory boys.
"So-so, CO\'nwallis is about, is he?" said Dick.
"Then we must try and surprise him as well as
the others."
CHAPTER IX.-Dick's Night Adventure.
Losing no time, although it was growing late,
Dick set out upon his black Arabian, Major, for
the camp of General Wayne, which was at some
little distance. The Liberty Boys would not be
strong enou,gh to cope successfully with Cornwallis, although they might make some trouble
for him, and the young patriot captain decided
that it was better to acquaint the general with
the news of the Earl's coming, as he could communicate with Lafayette, and something decided
could be done to check the enemy's progress.
The moon sho11e bright and Dick could see his
way distinctly as he went on at a gallop, the
air being none too cool, and the excitement of
the journey making him feel in the best of condition and ready for anything. He was riding
on at good s peed when, coming out into an
open place on the road at a little rise where he
could see across country for a considerable distance, he saw the light of camp fires as he took
them to be, and halted to have a better look at
them.
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Going , on slowly, Dick scanned the country
and decided upon a road to take to reach the
camp ·he saw, and so determine just what it was.
Then he went on, presently striking into another road, which he knew would bring him to
thE:: camp he had sl!en. He came out at length
in sight of the fires again, but did not see them
as plainly as before, probably because it was
later and they were dying down, and he kept on,
u sing more caution a s he proceeded. Now and
then he would lose sight of the fires on account
of the trees. or bends in the road, but at Jength
he saw them again much nearer than before, and
went on with still grea ter caution. Finally, seeing one of the fires very distinctly, and seeing
figures about it, he dismounted, left Major among
the bushes ·where he would not be observed, and
went ahead, taking care not to make any noise
that would attract the men around the fire. He
was going on with great caution when he heard
a voice say almost in front of him:
"We will steal a march upon the rebels this
time, Johnson."
Dick glided behind a tree without making any
noise, and then saw distinctly the outlines of a
man at the side of the road.
·
"Yes, I fancy we will," replied some one not
so near.
"Hallo I I thought you were right in front of
me, Johnson," said the first speaker, in some
surprise.
"No, I am behind you. You passed me just
now."
"That's most extraordinary. I thou,ght I saw
you right in front of me."
"It was lucky the fellow spoke or I should have
run right into him," was Dick's instant thought.
"These men must be some of the outer line ,pf
pickets. They are keeping pretty quiet for me
to have neither seen nor heard them.
" I am afraid you have been drinking too much
homebrew at the rebel house yonder, Perkins,"
laugb.ed Johnson, as he came .up.
The night wind waved the branches of - the
trees aside, and Dick saw the two men plainly,
being undiscovered himself, however.
"I hope the fellow will keep that idea up,,,..
thought Dick. "Othe.rwise there may bll an investigation to discover who that other uerson
was."
"Not much chance of qoing that," with a growl,
"when the officers stick to the place closely."
"Yes, they do occupy it rather exclusively, and
even when we happen to be'on duty there we
have little time to get a bite or a drink, and then
the rebel women are so uppish with us King's
soldiers that you can't get a word with one of
them, and as for stealing a kiss, why, there's
as little chance of that as of a rich man getting
into paradise."
The two men presently turned and walked
toward the fire, Dick following along the edge
of the road and in the bushes, taking great care
not to make any noise. The men turned again
and he went on, getting nearer to the fire, and
seeing a number of redcoats sitting or standing
about it, these being sqme of the pickets, and the
fire being kept brighter on that account. There
were other fires not far distant, but they were
dying down and gave out very- little light, for
which Dick was thankful, while s:t the same time
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he was disappointed, as they might have given
him a chance to estimate the force of the enemy.
"The house they spoke of must be one that
Cornwallis has seized for his own use," he
thought. "I might see some of the people if it
were not so late. They would tell me all I
v;anted to know."
·
The men about the fire were not making much
noise, and Dick had to be all the more cautious
a$ he stole around it and back into the road in
his endeavor to locate the house mentioned by
the redcoats. He presently saw it, noticing l ights
at the rear, but none in front . TaRing car2 not
tc stumble upon a redcoat, as he had almost
done before, Dick made hi s way to the rear and
looked in at the window where he had seen th2
light. He saw three young girls sitting in the
kitchen drinking tea, and recognizing one of them
as Manely Sloane, h er blue sunbonnet hanging
o\·er the back of her chair.
"Hallo! there is Mandy," he muttered. "The
people here must be friends of hers. She will
tell me all I want to know."
He went closer to the wi nd ow, listened, and
then went up and tapped gently on the pane.
The three girls gave a sta1t and a scream, and
lJick pressed his face to the pane anLI rapped
again.
"Go away, you nasty redcoat!" cried Mandy,
and then she came to the window and s aw Dick,
uttering a cry of surprise.
Then she opened the window, Dick saying in
a warning tone:
"Don't make any noise. There may be redcoats about. I did not expect to see you here,
my girl."
Then he leaped lightly within, Mandy saying
to her companions:
"This is Captain Slater, of the Liberty Boys.
He is a igood friend to the cause."
"I would know that from his uniform," replied
one of the girls. "Won't you sit down, captain,
and have a cup of tea? These redcoats .make
us live in the kitchen or the barn, but we manage to get a little comfort for all that."
"Tell me, is Cornwallis occupying the house?"
asked Vick, a s he removed his hat and sat down.
"No, he is elsewhere. One of his officers has
taken it and we are turned out."
"Do you know how large a force he h~s? I
only heard this evening that he was m the
region, and I have come to find out all I can."
"You are on a most dangerous mission," excfaimed the girl, ' greatly impressed. "Mandy
heard of the arrival of Cornwallis when she
came over to pay us a little visit, and she declared that she would let you know just as soon
as she could."
"Mandy is a good patriot," replied Dick, wit.n
a smile. "Tell me, is there a large force of
the enemy here?"
"There's a right smart lot on 'em," Mandy replied, placing a cup of tea befo1·e Dick, "and I
i·eckoned I'd have to tell you all about it just as
quick a s I could get to the camp, only I dunno
where it is. Mebby the boys do, and I C(>Uld
tell them first."
"It is in a cave," said Dick, "and I will tell
you just where it is so that you can find . it if
you want to tell us anything abou.t the enemy."
Dick told how Jack and Ben had discovered the

fact of Cornwallis being in the n eighborhood.
Mandy laughing and saying:
"Then two is a couple o' sneaks. They won't
come here, but you gotter be careful that they
don't discover the cave, 'cause they'll tell the
Tories and they 'll tell the redcoats, and you
may have trouble."
"We will look out for that," shortly.
Th e two girls were named Patience and Faith
Cowles, and were great friends of Mandy's, seemg each other often. Their mother had gone
to bed and the three girls had been gossiping
over a cup of tea in the kitchen, when Dick unexpectedly happened upon them.
In the middle of the talk, Dick having no
thought of danger, the outer doo1· opened and
a redcoat entered the kitchen. There was a
candle on the table where Dick and the girls
were sitting, and the young captain promptly
blew this out as he discovered the gleam of scarlet.
"There, see what you've done I" cried Mandy.
'·You've left us in the dark. I don't see why
-you wanted to come in here for, anyhow. \Ve
don't want you."
Th.ere was some little light from the fire, but
this did not reveal Dick where he sat, and he
arose noiselessly and made his way to where the
room was in deeper shadow.
"You are not very social," the intruder replied,
Dick recognizing him by his voice as Perkins.
"Having a. cup of tea, were you? ' Here, let me ·
light the candle for you. I would not mind hav~
ir.g a cup of tea myself."
"Well, you won't have it with us, I can tell you
that, and if you don't get ont I'll scald you
with the tea kettle. "
"Come now, you pretty rebel, don't be so
cross," said the redcoat. "I am not such a bad
chap as you think."
"Well, you a:14l bad enough," sputtered Mandy,
"and if you don't get out I will take a broomstick
to you."
She was as good as her word, for there was
a broom in the corner, and there was light
enough to see to get hold of it. She wielded it
most vigorously, and the redcoat got out in a
hurry, leaving the door open in his haste to escape.
"They '""ill not trouble you again, it is no~
likely," said Dick, "but I would lock the do<riwhile you a1·e here. I have learned sufficient and
now I think I will go on to the camp, as the
general should be told of the coming qf Cornwallis at once."
They lighted the candle ag·ain, keeping a sharp
look-out for redcoats, and a s soon as the coast
was clear, Dick made his way from the house
and back to where he had left Major. After
that it was an easy matter to get back to the
road he had left and to ride on at good speed,
the moon being still seen and gi"9"ing him plentv
of light, although he did not need it, knowin g the
road very well. He was in an open part of the
road where the moon shone bright and was going
on at a rapid rate when he suddenly saw three
or four men come around a bend.
' "By George, there's a rebel!" exclaimed one.
"What's he doing on the road at this time o'
night? Let's grab him."
The men \\·ere either Tories or highwaymen,
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o.nd "very likely both, and they were mounted,
so that Dick's chances of escape were smaller
than if they had been on foot. He determined
to do his best to get away from them, however,
:md he quickly drew his pistols and dashed on,
saying, determinedly:
"Get out of the way, you Tory ruffians, or it
will be the worst for you I"
Then he dashed straight on, firing two or three
rapid shots and taking the middle of the road
as being preferable to the side. One of the
men uttered a yell of pain and lost control nf
his horse, which suddenly dashed oft' to one side,
leaving an opening through which Dick sped in
an in stant, firing another shot as he raced on.

CHAPTER X.-The Tory Highwaymen Routed.
Dick got past the fow: men and went on at
a gallop, his last shot having hit one of them,
inflicting a painful, although not a serious
wound, which put him out of the fighting for a
time and caused some confusion. The men gave
chase to Dick, but they were not as well mounted
as he was, and after going a mile or so they
found that they were losing ground so rapidly
that they gave up the chase. Dick went on at a
good gait, although not as rapidly as before,
end at length came upon Wayne's camp, and
was promptly challeil!ged by a sentry.
"I am Captain Dick Slater, of the Liberty
Boys," he said, "and have important news to
communicate to the general."
Dick's uniform might have been enough to
gain him admittance, but he was known to the
men, and the sentry had heard of him often.
SomEt of the other sentries came up, and one of
these knew Dick well, having seen him a number
of times. He was admitted, and word was sent
to the general that he was there and wished to
communicate matters of importance. After not
a long delay Dick was admitted to the presence
of the general, who knew him very well, the
Liberty Boys having often fought under Wayne,
<loing excellent service.
"I might know that your errand was one of
importance,'' captain," said the general, "even if
you had not sent word that it was, as you would
never have disturbed me at this hour if it were
not. What is it, captain?"
"Lord Cornwallis is in the neighborhood, within a few miles, in fact. General,'' Dick replied.
"I have been to his camp to-night. I have not
seen the Earl himself, but I know that he is theri!
h1 person."
'·This is indeed important information, captain, and I am greatly obliged to you for acquainting me with it so promptly," said Wayne.
"I knew that there must be no delay in a
matter of this sort, general," Dick replied, and
my only delay was in satisfyin,g myself that my
information was correct. I saw the camp fires
of Cornwallis at a little distance, and rode over
there to be sure that there was no mistake
about it."
"The enemy is much nearer you than we are,
I take it?"
"Yes, and there are other redcoats, some of
Tarleton's men and some Hessians. I think it

•

likely that they will all combine so as to d&
more mischief to us."
"Undoubtedly. The Liberty Boys have ·a lready
made trouble to those already on the ground; of
course?"
"Yes, general, and we shall do the same. for
the newcomers if you say so." ·
"It will be as well," with a smile, "if only to
show them that we are not asleep and not to betaken by surprise."
"We will do so, general."
"Meanwhile, I :Will advance and the enemy will
find that there is more than one Richmond in
the field," smiling. "You may expect our co-operation shortly, captain."
'.'Very good, general," and then, his business
bemg concluded, Dick saluted and withdrew
shortly taking his way back to the camp.
'
It was quite late now, and the moon would
~e low on his way back, the trees already hiding
it to some degree. Dick thought it was possible
that the. men he had met on the way to Wayne's
camp might try to waylay him on his way back,
but the road he had come was the most direct
and he didn't intend to change it because of the
probability of meeting a lot of rascally Tories.
He had passed the place where he had met
them before, and was riding on at fair speed,
when he heard screams, and then a shot not far
ahead of him. He dashed ahead at full speed,
and shortly came upon a coach at the i·oadside,
t~e. four men he had seen being engaged in
~i1hng the oc<:upants thereof, the driver lyinJ;(
lD a heap on his box and a lady in a faint in the
coach. There . was light enough to see all this
the CQach being in an open place in the road. '
'.'Get out of ~ere!" cried the young patriot.
firmg a shot which wounded one of the highway~
men and attracted the attention of the others
Then the man in the coach, seeing that help
was at hand, began to attack the robbers, beat~g down one of them. Dick rode up in haste,
Q.l~~ounted and att~cked the other highwaymen,
dn"1mg them off. 'I here was only one man in the
coach, all the o~her occupants being ladies, and
the man and Dick now looked after the driver,
who seemed to have been badly injured. They
got him down from the box and stretched him
out on one of the seats in the coach, taking the
coach lanterns to work by, and made an ex•
amination, one of the ladies, who was youn~ and
not hysterical, holding the lights.
"The man is badly wounded, but I do not think
dangerously," said Dick, who has a considerable
knowledge of surgery. "He has fainted from loss
of blood and from excitement, but I think we
shall bring him around all right."
The man went for water at a brook not far
:iway, and Dick dressed the coachman's wounds
reviving him shortly and making him much mor~
comfortable.
· '.'You will not be t.rouble by. these men again,''
sa~d the young patnot, "and 1f you can drive I
think you ought to reach your destination without much more delay. Have you much farther
to go?"
"About ten miles," the gentleman replied.
"We are greatly obliged to you for your assistance, young sir. You are a soldier, I shouJ.d
take it."
"Yes, I am the captain of the Liberty Boys.

.•
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li'You do not object to driving? I can do it for
•you, although it is late and I must get back to
the camp. However, if you have any doubts on
the matter--"
"I have driven horses in my time," replied the
gentleman, who 'Yas past fifty, "and I suppose
I can do it a.gain. Once more I thank you ~or
your aid, and trust that we may meet agam,
- when I can make some return for what you have
done. I am too old and ailing to be a soldier
myself, but I am in hearty symi>athy with the
cause, and I may help it through you in r~turn
for your services. You know these men?
"No, I do not, although I met them once before this evening."
The gentleman then mounted the box and drove
away, the younger lady watching the coachman
and making him comfortable. Wh~n the coach •
drove on and was out of sight around the bend
of the road, Dick mounted and rode on at good
speed, being much later than he had expected
'. to be. Het met with no further adventure, and
at last arrived at the camp, finding Bob up and
waiting for him somewhat anxiously.
Dick then told briefly what had happened, ·and
went off to his quarters to get a few hours' sleep
before morning, when he expected to make a visit
t<i the camp of Cornwallis and make trouble, as
Bob expressed it. Bob told Mark later what Dick
had told him, and by the time Dick was awake
all the boys knew that there was work for them
to do, and were eager to do it. Shortly after
sttnrise Dick had the drums beat1!n and the boys
set out on the march toward the camp of the
enemy. The boys were ready long beforE! this
time, and they set out with the ,greatest eagerness, ready to do all the mischief they could.
They rode at a gallop till they reached the
roaq down which Dick had gone -when he had
discovered the camp fires of the enemy, and here
they were more cautious, going at a less rapir!
gait and keeping a look-out for the enemy. At
lf:ngth they reached a point where they could
not longer conceal themselves, and they suddenly
charged with a rush and a shout, firing a volley
as they reached the outer picket line. There
was an instant alarm, and the redcoats came
sv:arming out to engage the daring patriots.
There were too many of the redcoats for the
Liberty Boys to contenc;l against, and Dick did
not intend to do so, but only to alarm them,
do what harm he could, and then get away. He
e.ttacked one corner of the camp with great
vigor, upset a number of tents, ran off some
horses and securnd a number of muskets and
ammunition, and then dashed away as. rapid~y
as he had advanced. The· redcoats set out m
.., pursuit, the boys firing a volley as they retreated
.and going at full speed.
Then, at a good opportunity, Dick led the
boys off by another road, which was not easily
seen, and the redcoats rode past it without observing which way the boys had gone. Then a
detachment of Wayne's forces came along the
other road and opened fire upon the enemy, Dick
returning with the Liberty Boys ·a nd taking up
the fight again. More redcoats arrived, and then
still more, and Wayne promptly withdrew, having caused alarm in the enemy's ranks, which
was all that he had wished to do. The Liberty
boys withdrew alSQ, and Dick made a detQur and

.
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joined Wayne, receiving great praise from th!!
dashing general for what he had done. The
Liberty Boys remained at a reasonable distance
from the enemy to watch for foraging or scouting parties, and oppose their march, Wayne
promising to shortly give them all the help they
needed.
CHAPTER XL-Lively Times On the Road.
It was some little time before any of the
enemy appeared, but at last the scouts sent out
by Dick discovered a detachment approachi~,
and gave warning of the fact. The greater pal't
of the Liberty Boys at once hurried forward and
engaged the enemy, forcing them to retire. Then
Bob, who was on the main road with a party, sent
word to Dick that the other redcoa ts with Tarleton at their head was coming on at full speed.
The boys quickly gathered on the main road and
hurried forward to .meet Tar leton, Dick sending
word to Wayne that the latter was coming.
Tarleton had evidently not expected to find the
boys in this place, but he advanced re~olutely
and attacked them vigorously. The boys entrenched themselves behind walls and trees, and
poured in a steady fire upon the enemy, and then
in a short time Wayne appeared, greatly to Tarleton's surpris~, as he had not known of the
general's advance.
A voiding going too far beyond the road leading to the camp of Cornwallis, the patriots attacked the enemy with great spirit, the Liberty
Boys forming a flanking party to harass Tarleton's right, and there were lively times, indeed,
as Dick had said there would be. A watch was
kept upon the other road, and at length a large
body of the enemy was seen coming on to join
Tarleton and punish the "rebels" for their rashness in daring to attack the King's troops. Timely warning was given of the approach of the
newcomers, and the Liberty Boys held the crossroads, while Wayne fell back to a safe position.
They were not able to hold the road for a ltimg
time, of course, but they held it long enough
for Wayne to withdraw, and then dashed away
with a shout and a parting volley, which did
considerable execution, and were soon safe out of
·
l:iarm's way.
The enemy took up a position at the forks of
the road and prepared to hold it, sending out
scouting and foraging parties in different directions, Cornwallis being determined to drive the
patriots out and to secure all the forage he could
in the neighborhood so as to prevent Wayne
from obtaining 8Upplies. Tarleton will do all
he can to drive us out,'' declared Bob, "for we
have made him a great deal of trouble, and his
anger is aroused against us. We would fare
hard if any of us should fall in-to his hands.
"We must avoid It and do all the mischief we
can at the same time. Tarleton will be particularly bitter against me,'' rejoined Dick, "since '
I nearly captured him, and we have made no
end of trouble. for him."
It was only a short time after that that Harry
Thurber and one or two other boys came in
hurriedly and reported that they had seen a
party of Tarleton's men who had been foraging,
and were now returning with the .fruits of their
expedition.
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"We must take the stuff away fram them,"
said Dick. "Forward, Liberty Boys! We need
all the forage we can get, and these redcoats will
find that they cannot lay the region under
tribute."
Harry and the boys with him went ahead to
guide the rest of the place where they had seen
the redcoats, and before long the Liberty Boys
came up with them. They had a number of
wagons in which they had ~acked the supplies
they had secured, and the boys at once · made a
rush for these, driving oft' the mounted escort
with a ringing volley and raising a tremendous
cheer. The men of the Royal British Legion
were not ~oing to lose their plunder if they
could help it, however, and they now came pressing forward to recapture the wagons.
"Give it to them, boys!" shouted Dick, waving
his sword. "Don't let them get the wagons,
drive them back!"
The boys gave an answering shout and sur1·ounded the wagons, opposing the coming of the
redcoats with the greatest vigor. Then while
some of the boys made oft' with the wagons, the
others opposed the enemy with all their might.
"Give it to them, boysi" shouted Dick.
"Liberty forever; down with the raiders!" answered the boys, attacking the ~emy on all sides.
The wagons were run oft' safely, and then the
boys attacked Tarleton's men so fiercely that they
were obliged to fall back before the assault of
the impetuous fellows. The boys pursued them
some little distance, the others getting the
wagons out of all danger o1' being recaptured.
Bob attended to this and carried the wagon.>
with their supplies to the cave, Dick at length
giving up the pursuit, knowing that the wagons
were safe, and not wishing to encounter a larger
party of the enemy.
"The wagons are safe," laughed Bob, when he
met Dick, "and there are supplies enough to last
us a considerable time."
"I don't think we will keep them all, Bob," Dick
replied. "Wayne will need some of them. However it was all right to take the wagons to the
cave' because they are safe. We can easily take
som~ of them to the general."
.
After some time Ben and Sam and one or two
others came up, having been out scouti:nig, Ben
saying:
"There are some loaded wagons approaching,
but they are not in charge of the r~dcoats, and
I do not know who they are. They may be
'l'ories but I am not sure of that."
"We' must find out about it," said Dick. "Was
there a large party with the wagons?"
"No there was not. They are not in uniform,
and that puzzles me. Perhaps they are Tori e~
taking the supplies to the redcoats."
"Well, we shall shortly find out," Dick answered and then he took a good party of the boys
with him and went off to investigate.
They shortly came upon the wagons, "there
being negro drivers to some of them and few
white men in charge.
"Who are you and where are you going with
these wagons?" asked Dick, riding up to a man
on horseback.
"We are going to the camp of the Liberty Boys
if we can find it," the man replied. "If I am
not mistaken, you are the captain."
·
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"Yes, I am, and now I recognize you as the
coachman whom those Tory rascals shot last
night."
"That is right, captain," the man sa id. "I
should not be out so soon, perhaps, but I thought
I might find you better than the men."
Ben Spurlock, Sam Sanderson, Harry Thur~
ber and some others went with the men as much
to look after the safety of the wagons as to
show the way. They met a number of men on
the road whom the negro drivers declared to be
Tories, but there were too many of the boys and
the others, and the Tories went on without attempting to stop the brave youths.
"We can easily give up all the captured, wagons
now," observed Dick, and he sent word to the
general, telling him what has happened, and
asking if some one would come for the wagons
or if he would send them with some of tha
boys.
The general sent some of his men to get the
w~ons, thanking Dick for having thought o!
him, and saying that he might have kept them,
for the boys would no doubt need them. Wayne
himself needed the supplies, and was glad to get
them, but the realized that the boys had acted
with great bravery, and he was ready to reward
them .
CHAPTER XII.-The Cave Attacked.
The Liberty Boy11 we1·e kept busy during the
greater part of the day watching the enemy,
who at length took up a strong position and
seemed to be considering the advisability of making a strong attack upon the patriots. It w,as
now late in the day, however, and the time not
the best for such a move. Wayne withd1·ew to a
safe position, and the bovs went back to the .
cave, where they kept a watch on the road aiJ
before. Just before sunset Mandy rode up to the !
cave and said that she was going home, for the
boys had sent word that her mother wanted her.
"You uns better look out," she sa~d. "Them
Tory skunks has been tryin' ter find out this
place the wust way, an' ef they do they'll tell.
the redcoats sure as preachin', so I reckoned
I'd better let ye know."
"We are very much obliged to you, Mandy,"
replied Dick, "and we will keep a watch on the
cave, although we have always done that."
"Yus, I reckon ye have," and then Mandy went
on.
The boys kept a guard on the roads leadini; to
· the cave and in the different paths leading mto
ii which they knew of, and the night passed
without any alarm. Shortly after breakfast as .
they were getting ready to go out, there came a
sudden cry of alarm from Harry Thurber, who
came running into the open space where the
boys mostly congregated.
"Redcoats!" he shouted. "They have found
their way into the cave by a way· that we did
not know of. Thev are led bv some Torie!!.
Quick, some of the boys are ti·ying to hold them
back, but there are not many of them."
Dick and a large number of the boys made
their way to the spot which Harry pointed out,
and found Ben and some others trying to hold
the path against a lot of redcoats. There was
plenty of light in this part of the cave, and
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Dick and the boy threw themselves upon the tions as~o what to do when the enemy shoul d
r edcoats with -the greatest ferocity. The redcoats appear. At length the boys heard sounds of the
p ressed forward, however, and there seemed to company of the enemy, and waited at the ford
for them t o appear.
be a great number of them, and Dick presently
The advance guard of the redcoats came in
signaled to the bovs to fall back and make their
way rapidly to the open chamber. The redcoats sight at leng th and rushed forward, expecting
had somehow -gotten into the cave, but it was to rout the plucky boys. The latter stood firm,
n ot likely that they knew all the paths in it, an<l however, and fired a rattling volley at the enemy.
The r edcoats paused, not knowing just what to
the boys would be at a grfiater advantage in a
large space than where they were. They there- make of this, and the boys got ready for another
fore retreated rapidly to the open chamber, and volley. The m ain body was pressing on, and
the advance guard ru sh ed forward again, dehere all the boys were ,gathered, Dick saying:
"If the r edcoats come in here we have more t ermined to rout the plucky fellows and capfor~
0
room to fight them, and if there are too many a number of them. Crash-roar!
:,.
made
which
volley,
tremendous
a
was
There
horses."
our
of them we can get out with
The redcoats presently came swarming into gap in the ranks of the redcoats, and then to
the open chamber, which was lighted by the sky, their amazement the ,gallant fellows charged.
and a fierce battle began. There were more of They for ced the front lines back upon the ma in
the British than of the Liberty Boys, and Dick body, and there was the greatest confusion, t h ~
11ow noticed a number -of To ries with them. enemy thinking that the patriots must have been
'l1 he enemy kept corning on, and Dick presently largely reinforced, and that the boys were deordered the boys to mount and get out by the laying the British advance until the new troops
l'sual entrance as soon as possible. The way would come up. There was great confusion·, and
into the cave was not easy to find at that point, in the midst of it the brave boys suddenly wheeled and made a dash for the river, being half
1tnd the redcoats would have some difficulty in
following them out. All of a sudden the whole across before the enemy realized what they were
·
force dashed out of the chamber, and at length about.
The boys got over in safety, and it seemed an
were in the path where Dick had led the Hessians. From here they went rapidly on, and easy task, but the moment the redcoats attempted
nt length were on the road, ready to attack the to follow them they were in difficulties besides
r edcoats when they came out. The enemy did those occasioned by the boys opening fire upon
11ot appear at once, however, and there was them. Dick ranged the brave fellows along the
every probability that they had not yet been bank, behind trees and bushes, and in many
able to find their way out, owing to the many other places of vantage, and kept up a steady
fire upon the enemy till the latter gave up the
confusing paths.
attempt to ford the river and took up a position
"Now that they have found their way in, the a little back of the ford out of dall\ger.
cave is no place for us," said Dick. "They are
The main body had already gone ahead, and
in there, and now let them get out."
Dick kept some of the boys there, showing them
The boys at once set to work piling up stone3 now and then simply to make the redcoats bej n the path so a s to keep the redcoats from get- . lieve that they were going to remain. The boys
1 ing out in case they found the right path. Roll- showed themselves at longer intervals- and in
ing boulders which it took four or fiv.e of them smaller numbers till at length they failed to apto manage into the path, they piled others on top pear at all, the whole body having moved forof them, and then cut down trees and threw them ward. · By the time the enemy had discovered
in the way. Workinig rapidly and all together, how they h ad been tricked the boys were well
they shortly had the path so choked so that when on their way to join Wayne and Lafayette.
nt last the redcoats appeared, led by Tories.
Cornwallis followed, but could never come u;)
they could not get past the obstructions. These with the wary American and the gallant Frenchthe pluckv boys made still higher, all workiog man, and at length the two formed a union with
at them and laughing to see the redcoats try Steuben, and all greatly harassed the Earl and
to get over them. At length there were so many his allies . • At last Cornwallis left that part of
obstacles in the way that they could not see Virginia and went to Yorktown, where he was
through the barricade, and still they made it besieged by the combined American and French
higher and wider. The boys piled the path to armies, and finally obliged to surrender. The
the cave with rubbish of all sorts, and then went Liberty Boys were busy all this time and had
off to find the general and tell him of the many opportunities to distinguish themselves.
ensmy. There was cause for haste now, for
The r edcoats managed to get out of the cave
Cornwallis was · advancing and Wayne had de- tut it was never of any use to any one as ~
cided to evade him and attack him at some point camp; and, in fact, its existence was forgotten,
where the advantage would be more on the side and n ot again discovered for generations. Mandy
of the patriots.
Sloane remained a good patriot, as did her father
The Liberty Boys were ready to leave the re- and the boys who were always such to her, and
gi on, and they joined Wayne and went with after the end of the war they all settled. down on
h im, being assigned to the position of rear- the old place, except Mandy, who married a
guard. Cornwallis came on rapidly, hoping i:o young farmer Jiving in another town, and went
engage the patriots, and, Wayne havin,g crossed to his home to keep _house for him.
a river at · a ford, the boyes waited for the
enemy to c0me on so tis to give the general an
Next week's issue will contain "THE LIBopportunity to go OJl still farther. Dick examh1ed the ford, sa>i where it was g ood and ERTY BOYS' SIGNAL CORPS; or, WATCH'·'
twhere it was dangerous, and gave the boys direc- ING THE ADVANCE GUARDS."
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CURRENT NEWS
FIND S FIR TREE 12 FEET THICK
In Jo,,ephine County, Oreg., L. E. Wilkes,
veyor, came across a Douglas fir of immense
portions. Measured at breast height the tree
!~8 feet 8 inches in circumference, or about 12
2 inches in diameter.

surprowas
feet

A. LOAFER'S PARADISE
Probably the laziest people in the world are
Sv::itnians, who live in the inaccessible mountain
range between the Black and Caspian Seas. They
J1°•: e made no advance toward civilization in 2,;,no years. It is their invariable rule to observe
ho'. iday's four times a week, with saints' days as
extras.
YOU CAN'T BREAK THIS GLASS
Modern researches for a hard but unbreak:rhle glass ready began in the year of 1774, when
De la Bastle began to cool rPd-hot glass slowly
a nd produced glass by hi s method which could be
th rown violently to the ground without breaking.
Another sort of glass has the quality of resistance t o abrupt changes of temperature.

There are two sorts of quartz-glasses, the on d
the product of rock-crystal, the real transpal'<>nt quartz-glass ; the other untransparent, the
product of rock-flint. Melting pots, tubes, clubs,
flasks, refrigerators, evaporating basins, diffel'ent fittings for electrical purposes and many other
products for electric lighting are made of it.
The most remarkable quality of the quartz...glas11
is its very small coefficient of heat expansion ,
only amounts of 0.00000059, in different wor ds t
whether one heats quartz-glass extremely-or
whether one cools it extremely-it barely expands or contracts. Practically its size remain!$
the same. Such glass can be heated red-hot and
dipped while red-hot into cold water without
cracking. It is thi s quality which has helped it t o
such r eady admission into the technical and chemical laboratories. 'Besides this. it shows still quite
a number of valuable qualities; the firmness of
quartz-glass again st breaking amounts to 12 kilograms per squa re millimeter compared to 4.9
kilograms for ordinary and 1.0 to 4.0 kilograms
for ordinary glass.

i-

. _... JUST ISSUED -....;
A ROUSING DETECTIVE STORY in

MYSTER Y M.lG ZINE, No. 145
Get a copy and re.ad

"ON THE YELLOWS"
By FRANK BLIGHTON
It contains a fine plot-how a man, convicted by a fingerprint, became involved in an exciting revolt in prison and finally proved that fingerprints can
be forged.

Another of the great "GUTTERSID E" series
"THE MATE OF 'THE MOOSE'"
By NEIL McCONLOGUE
This number contains Edwin A. Goewey's exciting story

"THE CURSE OF NADIR"
In addition there are three short detective stories-"THE TIGER-EYE EMERALD,'' by Hugh Thomason; "MAN TO MAN,'' by Hamilton Craigie;
"PETER'S PRETTY PLAY,'' by Robert Russell. Also a special article showing how the cleverest crooks in the world invariably leave some clue behind that
betrays them-"TRIFL1NG SLIPS TRIP MOST CROOKS" is the title and
Allan Van Hoesen is the author. There are also a number of short, snappy ar·
tides-DO NOT MISS READING THEM!

PRICE 10 CENTS A COPY
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Against The Trust
-OR-

rl'HE YOUNG LUMBERMAN'S BATTLE
By RALPH MORTON
(A Serial Story.)

CHAPTER XXI.
Big Ben Bates To The Rescue.
"They would not only accuse you of having the
men lynched, but with their money it's even
chances they'd get one or two of your men to
swear that either you told them to do the trick,
or else hinted that you wanted it done, and in that
way they'd probably get enough sworn stuff
against you to ask for your arrest. Then, with
you out of the way, good-by to the business for
this season, that's sure."
Ben put forth his hand and grasped that of the
honest Iri shman who had so bountifully shown
his grntitude.
"Thanks, Phil," he said. "Whereabouts on the
tote road do you think the deputy sheriff and his
men are by this time?"
Phil considered for a moment, and intently
stud ied the lay of the land bE>fore he answered.
"They are about reaching the turn where the
tote road winds around the little south branch
that runs from the Twin Cubs," he said, °''and if
you ride ovei- that hill where the spruce grows ~o
thick, and then around the ~ houlder of the hill
beyond you'll just about head him off, or at least
be there in time to .see what's going on."
"All right, Phil,'' said Ben. ·'I 'll do that, and to
save you from trouble I'll go there alone, and you
ca11 ge1 back to camp and so avoid making enemies."
"All right, Ben," said Phil Casey, who knew
that the young lumberman was right and that
he would have many enemies in camp if it were
known that he had defeated the plan to lynch the
Danby brothers and without anothei: word he
turned .his horse and rode away.
"Good-by, Winifred," said Ben, and held out
his hand, but the girl, her eyes flashing, ignored

.

it.

"There are more than a dozen desperate men
determined to lynch those Danby boys, Ben," she
said, "and to thus bring ruin on you, and I'm
going with you, so don't lose time in talking about
it."
He saw that her mind was fully made up, and
without a word of protest he turned his horse an d
,
rode away with Winifred at his side.
They followed the direction given them by
Casey, and rode at a fair pace around the hillsides.
When they came in full view of the tote road
they saw more than they had expected to s<ie.
WWI'~ Lee had acted much more quickly than

1

.

.

,

)·..
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Phil Casey had thought possible, ·and was already in possession of the prisoners.
The deputy, held by two powerful loggers, was
standing helplessly at one side of the road.
On the other side there was a tree from the
trunk of which shot out a big branch not more
than ten feet from the ground, and from this
branch the men had swung a rope with a noose
at the end of it.
The loose end of the rope was in the hands of
six of the rough followers of Lawyer Lee, and
that worthy was in the act of fixing the noose
around the neck of Fred Danby, whose feet had
been tied to add to his helplessness.
The men who had carried the stretcher were
lying on the snow, pretending to be knocked unconscious, but really with one eye open to take
in the hanging of the Danby brothers.
"Stay here, please," said Ben to Winifred, and
rushed hi s horse down the slope as fast as the
animal could go. The footing was treacherous in the vicinity of where the group stood, and Ben
was forced to dismount hastilv at the bottom of
the hill and make his way on ·foot.
"Up with him!"
It was Lawyer Lee who gave the. order, and so
as to fully enforce it he had rushed to the rear of
the six men who held the loose end of the rope,
and had seized it.
There was a short backward run on the part of
the men, and Fred Danby ilew up into the air,
dangling at the end of the rope.
So excited were the men by the hanging that
they did not know of the .approach of our hero
either when he was mounted or afoot, and the
first intimation they had of his presence was
when he rushed lightly and fleetly ac1·oss the tote
road, dashed up behind Lawyer Lee, and with
all the force of his powerful ri_ght arm, backed
by the onrush of his one hundred and ninety
pounds, struck the man a crashing blow under the
left ear.
Lawyer Lee was big and brawny, and he was
what is called a tough man, but to be hit in that
manner was more than flesh and blood could stand,
and without a word or a sound he let go his hold
on the rope, stood for an instant trying to regain his balance, and then his legs fairly doubled
up beneath him, and he went down to the ground
with a crash.
The men who were lying on the ground, pretending· to have been overcome in defence of the
sheriff's prisoners, leaped to their feet when they
saw Lawyer Lee go down, and gazed wonderingly
at Ben, who seemed to have dropped from the
skies .
The loggers who had been ranged in front of
Lee heard the blow and turned their heads in
time to see him fall, and they were so much .surprised that they stood like so many statues, with
Fred Danby still dangling at the end of the rope.
That was the part of the business that demanded atten t ion fii:st, for there was no doub t
that ·Fred Danby was choking to death, and without a glance at the man he had knocked down,
Ben stepped quickly forward so that he stood in
plain sight of all.
rl
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GOOD READING
CORELESS, SEEDLESS PEAR NOW
Afte,. seven years of experiment, .J. n. Peden
of Southmont, Pa., h as perfPctet! a seedless and
careless pear, the fruit being a p;·o<luct of several graftir.gs and cros sing; of species. Of five
modified tree> in Mr. Pedcm':; orch :nd OJle tree this
vear bore five bushels of careless pea r s. The
taste of the pears, it is said, ;, not impaired, and
1fr. Peden believes his new fi.-c1it will prove particularlv •!';OOd fo1· c-anning;. He ha.> ~ent spec! mens to the State and Federal Departments of
Agriculture.
AT
CARGO
A·RRIVES
SEATTLE
Brinr.;ing the breath -of the Nnrthern seas, the
cutter Bear anivcd at Seattle, \Va>h ., from points
b ordering on the Arctic with a carr;o of seal skins,
fox pelts , wa1rus tusks and hid C>s. fi sh, ivory and
other typical products of the l'egion.
A total of 7,5 66 fur- seal skins packed in barrels
r0nresented th2 18st of the kj11i1ws on S t. Paul
and St. Geo.rge I slands of the Pribilof group UJ2
to Ang. 5. Another batch of ski1~s amou n ting to
nectrly 20.f~OO will al'rive on the Yi<'toria late this
mo-:ith. The fc'>: pelts wern the !:est of the previo''S 'l:inter's take.
Blne fox re'1:i;~ i by the Govwn1n~TJt on these
isl:c"1d8 are prcfit, livin r; on the ~e:-i l carcasses
ancl beach food throuc:>;l10nt tl1P ye~ ·. The arrival
the~e of the Bear is an P\'e,11". heC'ause of the
urn a l circus of mascots picl;er t ip. This year's
menagerie is no exception .
There was a mits i, or Kamch "lLka brown bear
cn11; 1'. ~·an1e Arc~ic fox) some ""tc,·1~·olian ra ts, a
~Pal kitten, Anidyr malamute dogs, a tame penquin and a reindeer calf.
GREAT

PELTS

form until it becomes a n ablong little creatur~
that b obs around in the water. After a time
spent in t.his way, it comes to ~he surface, opens, i
a~d out flies a gnat, r~ady for its pursuit of hap- '
pmess or food, accordmg to its sex.
THERE ARE MANY BIRDS AND BEASTS
THE ZOO WOULD WELCOME
It was reported recently that protographs have
been obtained of a notornia, a n almost unknown
flightless bird, of which only four specimens have
ever been s~cured.. There are many oth e~· birds
and beasts rn various pa rts of t he world which
ha~'e n f've r h~en cau.e:ht nor ph otographed and
' ':'h1ch the vanous zoo~ogica l societies would pay'
tidy sums for._ .T he~·e is a nameless creature sup--1
posed to be hvmg m the Andes Mountains tha1lj
has so far escaped capture. Various travelers
hav~. brought back tales about it and many expedit10ns have been organized, but so far their effort s to capture it have been futile. Bones and
other re1!1ains. have been discovered giving evi?enc!'. of !ts existence, and these point to its class1~cat10n m the rat family, but indicate that.,.its
size 1s that nf 1> ~rown dog.
Another animal known to exist in certain parts
o~ the Crmgo has been named the okapi and was
d1sC'overed abou.t .twenty years ago by Sir Harry
J ?hnston, a British explorer and traveler. The
discover:". of bones and a complete hide proved
the okapi to be an u:iknown animal, apparently a
cross betwP;en the giraffe and zebra. The m\·Iodon, a species of the ground sloth, is still another
creature. that is a~ .large. Some years ago Hesketh ~1:1ch~rd, Bntish author and hunter, Jed a n
exped1~1on rnto Patag-onia in search of 1-his beast.
The trip was unsuccersful, however.

------

IT'S THE LADY G1'L T~ THAT BTTE
Suh1mer is past and pe1·haps !he many little disC'omforts that it always bring-s have been forg0tten, for the time being, but it is interesting to
note that one of the little summer pests bears out
the statement that "the female is deadlier than
the male." '\Ve refer to the gnat, most pestiferous of insects. It is the la<lv g·nat that so annovs
u s every summer with her bites. The male gnats
are the butter fi1 es of 1he snecics and spend the ir
time dancing about through the air, rising and
failing and gliding about. while their better halves
are searching for food. We have all the sympathy in the \vor ld for the hard-working lady gnat,
but we do object to her selection of ourselves as
an article of gnat diet.
Gna ts live naturally on vegetables, sucking out
th e juices, but so me of th em have displayed a,
preference for human blood. In the tropics it is
• necessary to sleep under gnat-proof nets, for there
the little pests carry diseases from one person to
anoth er.
The life hi story of the gnat is quit e interesting.
The young gnat lives in the water, a hu ngry little
insect, that eats its own weight in food many
times each day. It is equipped with a tiny b rush
near its mouth with which it sweeps the food In
with remarkable rapidity. It gradually changes
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INTER.ESTING R.ADIO NEW S A ND HINTS
GOOD AMPLIFIE R S
The UV-199 gives as g ood results as a detector
111nd amplifier a s the UV-200 a nd UV-201.
RADIO AND THE FISHERM EN
HelTing fish~ rmen off th e Swedish coast a re
'being kept posted on the location of schools of fis h
b y radio telephone. These t ips on the whereabou ts
of th e herri ng h a ve r esulted i n an increase of efficiency on the part of th e fishing crews . On an
a verage th ey return with a hold fi lled with fi sh
more often than they h ave done before the int>tallation of radio. Germany, it wi ll be recalled.
was t he first country to make extensive u se of
radio in connection with fishing operations. However, the Germa n application of ra<lio was limited t o r a dio telegraphy , and called for a kn owle dg·e of t he telegraph code on the part of the fishermen making u se of th e se rvi ce.
HONEYCO MB COILS
I n us in g honeycomb coil s it will be n ecessa r y to
obt.ain one of t he stan ds or mounts for these coils.
T hese mounts are so a rranged that the primary
and tickler coil can be adjusted in their relative
position t o the secondary coil, which is st ationary.
T hi s i;: a ver y important adjustment in h oneycomb coil sets.
A ci r cuit in whi ch each stat e of a udi o freque ncy i> reflected, that is "turned back in th e
same d irecti on " ·hence it ca me," throu gh t he tubN;
in the sam e or der as the ra dio fre qu en cy is called
a stra ight reflex.
W ave length range of a rece iving set has n othjng t o do wit h the r eceiving range. When a set
is sai d to be a lon g wave receiver it means t hat
the tuner will respond to high wave lengths.
TELEAN D
T E LEPH ON Y
WIRELE S S
COMPARE D
• GRA PHY
Th is i ~ a n abstract of a repor t of a sub-co mmittee of t he Tiadio Research Board of t he Depar hnent of Scientific and I nd u strial Research.
The possibility of establishin g satisfactor y radio
telephone commu ni cation on a commercial basis
-for a distance of 3,000 miles or more is consid.ered to be r emo te. The p9wer for radio telep hone service is estimated to be fr om 3 to 20
t imes greater than t h at at present con sidered n ec-essary fo r sim ilar radio telegraph services for the
same range. For medium ranges . sav 1.000 milt>s.
-the difficulty as regards a commrcial service are
p ractically t he same as those for longer dist ances. T he position as regards short-dista nce
communica ti on ( 200 miles or under) is considered to be m ore hopefu l. The conditions requisite
:for a commercial service are enumerated a nd the
e xtent to whi ch these can be met is stated.
BUY W ITH CARE
When purchasin g parts fo r a radio set, keep
~away from irresponsib le concerns and you will be
iy.rell repaid for paying a few cents m ore to an es~lished responsible dealer, w h o could not afford
atoop to trickery to m ake a sale.

'

!.'°

1. Be sure that you have n o c1·osseJ wires or
short circuits.
2. Batteries m ust be in perfec t condition.
3. Good in3ul ating mat erials must be used
---..
th roug hout.
4. Keep as s hy as possib le of grid connection s .
5. Av oid capacity effects bet ween g rid an d pla te
•
circuits.
6. Avoid coupling between ti·an sfor mers. Do
not mount them t oo close togethe r, t hey s hould
be three or four inches apart .
7. It is essen t ial t o have a good grou nd connection a nd a properly in su lated antenn a. It is
a g ood plan t o satis f y you rself tha t all connections a re r igh t, and mechan ically a nd electrically
perfect by tra cing same from a ntenna over to ante nna tu bes, tra nsfo rmers, ba tteries to the
g r ound.
AMATEUR S BEAT THE SUN
Amateu r r a d io operators virtu ally bea t the sun
across the continent during the recent dayligh t
tests, when a messa ge started prompt ly at dawn
on the ea st coa3 t r eached Los Angeles , Cal., before
th f' sun a ppea red above t he Pacific horizon .
Striking the dark belt n ea r the middle of the
country, f avorable conitions were m et which made
the transcontin ental trip possi ble in one hour a nd
t we n ty-five min ut es, with only tw o i ntermedia t e
station relays.
A n early sta r t wi th the risi ng sun cl inched the
laurels fo r D. McR. P arsley, operator of amateu r
st at ion 4FT, at W ilmin15ton , N. C., :i.ccnrding to
ad vices received by the Ameri ca n Radio Relay
J.cague from Califor n ia recen tl y. T he aver age
da yli g ht range for amateu r t ransmitting station s
is 100 miles.
HINTS FOR RAD IO USERS
W hen winding coils, be s ure that turns do n ot
overlap and that they are wound tight and evenly . Do not use insulating varni~h 01· ~shellac on
winding. Solder all connections , but be careful
not to use too much soldering flux, as it is bo und
t o cause you trouble in the end. After soldering
wipe away the suplus flux.
See that tubes are making good contact. It is
a good stun t to scrape lightly the prongs in sockets. Use the proper size grid-leak and grid condensers for whichever tubes you u se. Any reliable dealer will gladly give you this information .
Do not use cheap materials offered by unreliable, inexperienc ed, fly-by-nigh t concerns. It is
the policy of these concerns to offer parts for a
circuit, but upon investigatio n it was found the
parts offered for sale were hardly worthy of thei r
name, due to extreme cheapness and lack of ability on the part of their makers, which shows n o
engineerin g ability or knowledge of the most
fundament al principles of governing r adio communication s, and their crime being the substitution of apparatus or parts, particularl y g ridleaks, condensers and transforme1·s.
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RADIO IN MINE RESCU E WORK
light, yet there was
amounti ng 'to about one or
In the ·near future radio telephon y will prob- two hundred ths of a lag
second in the 3,000-mile flight
ably play an importa nt part in the work of col- from Marylan d to Alaska.
liery rescue parties. As the rescuers carry out
It is expected
radio time signals will be
their duties, constant commun ication will be kept u sed in the near that
future to establish exact longi·
up with those directing operatio ns from the base. tudes and the Hertzian
That is the object underlyi ng a series of ex- calculati ons to determinwaves may enter into the
e whether or not contiperimen ts being conducte d at Ashingto n Colliery nents and islands
move east or west. It is stated
1n England . A consider able measure of success by some authorit ies
that heretofo re longitud inal
has already attended their efforts, and quite re- bearings have been made
far too inaccura te. With
cently speech and mu sic were successf ully re- radio time this
will be obviated , more accurate
ceived undergro und. A party equipped with a data can be secured
and moveme_nts of known
three-tu be receivin g set descende d the shan of spots on the earth's
the Carl· Pit, and fixed a 20-foot aertal on the more. Some geograpsurface noted if thirty feet or
hers contend that Greenwi ch
baulks supporti ng the roof. Only one head phone has moved
d as much as three miles, but
was used, but so clear was the reception that the this cannotwestwar
disputed scientific ally until exact
five men composi ng the party all heard distinctl y. longitud inal be
taken several years apart
Experim ents have already been carried out to are available .bearings
Radio time signals will help obdepths of 300 yards, and it ls expected to test tain reliable observat
ions.
reception at depths of 1,000 yards.
RETRA NSMISS ION OF TIME SIGNAL S
Several broadca sting stations, among them
WJZ New York, and WQC, Davenpo rt, Iowa, retran~mit the time signals radiated by Station
N AA, Arlingto n, Va. The time signals are received by WJZ direct from Arlingto n by radio.
The time ticks are then passed through a transformer two power amplifie rs, modulat ing tubes
' and th~ remaind er of the transmit ting apparatu s
to the aerial.
The signals picked up by listeners are exactly
the same as if heard direct from Arlingto n. Time
signals are broadca st by N AA twice daily at
11 ;55 a. m. to noon and from 9 :55 p. m. to 10 p.
. m., Eastern Standard Time. The signa;ls consist
of a series of dots, each dot represen tmg a second. Transmi ssion is begun at 11 :55 a. m. and
twenty-n ine seconds are transmit ted. The thirtieth second of each minute is omitted to make
clear the passing of the half minute.
Twentyftve dots are then broadca st and the last five seconds of the minute are omitted to signify the end
of that minute and the beginnin g of the next.
The last ten seconds of the last minute of the
hour are omitted, and at noon and 10 p. m. a long
dash indicates the exact time.
TIME SIGNAL S AND GEOGR APHER S.
Radio was used to send Standar d Time signals
a 000 miles to a geological survey party which
h~s just fini shed its ?eld wo~·k in A~aska, after
establish ing seven tnangula t10n stations on the
coast between Dixon's Entranc e and Skagway .
Cable and land lines were not available , but by
special arrangem ents the navy, through its station NSS Annapol is, Md., flashed time signals
every mo;ning from 3 :55 to 4 o'clock. The work
is now complete and NSS has stopped sending out
the time signals at that hour.
A special radio receiving set equipped with an
automat ic chronog raph made it possible to re~ord
simultan eously both the second ticks of Annapolis time signals and the ticks of the field clock.
The record was made in saw-toot hed lines on a revolving drum. The accuracy required being too
close for detection bf ear, a written record was
necessar y, and by this system errors of only two
or ~ee thousand th of a second were included .
Radio carried the time signals at the spe '! "f sun-

DIFFER ENCE IN TUBES
There are two types of tubes, those which
operate with a storage battery and those which
require one or more dry cells. The chief advantage of the dry-cell tube is that it eliminat es the
expense of a storage battery and the trouble of
having it recharge d. The l'esults obtained with ,
both types of tubes are about equal. If dl'y-celJ I
tubes are u sed, their sockets should ~be mounted '
on sponge rubber or springs to prevent ringing
sounds caused by jars :which vibrate the elements ·
of the tube and create the disturbin g noise. It .
is a good idea in purchasi ng a complete set which
employs dry-cell tubes to make sure that the
sockets are mounted in cushion supports .
Radio is not yet standard ized, and it will bo
several years before radio sets will be arranged
in classes accordin g to quality and price as the
automob ile is to-day. The radio business with- ;
stood the summer slump much better than wa11 '
expected , and far better than it did during the ·
summer of 1922. The outlook for the coming winter season is very good, and correspo ndence indicates that purchasi ng of complete sets will be
more popular during the approach ing radio season than the assembli ng of sets at home. Reflex
circuits, tuned radio frequenc y and more complex
circuits are for the experim enter and the one who '
ls famili_ar with radio. The standard regenerative detector and two-stag e andio frequenc y
amplifie r is still the reliable circuit for those who
wish to assemble a set for dependa ble service. A
we)l-desi,g ned detector and two-stag e audio set
properly installed , will pick up the majority of
high-pow er broadcas ting stations in the United
States, and a loud speaker can be used on nearby stations. The simpler a circuit the easier it
is to control, and there is less opportun ity for
somethin~ to go wrong.
There is no doubt that radio has come to stay.
It has done much good and unites the people of
the earth1 it carries religious service and entertainmen t to peri:ions out to direct contact with .
the Church and theatre; it..amuse s the sick and 1
shut-ins besides its many other useful purposes .
High-gra de apparatu s does not . deteriora te m I
value as quickly as cheap instrume nts. The
general publlo is fast becomin g educated in the
theory and practica l side of radio, and many of
them are now quick to recogniz e that cheaply \
built sets soon become obsolete.

I
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ITEMS OF INTEREST
BRICKLAYER SAVED $4,000 QUICKLY
John Rutherford, 50 years old, a bricklayer
who came to New York fifteen months ago from
Bridgeport, Conn., where he lived at 168 Beach
street, fell dead on the sidewalk in front of 685
Third avenue about 6 o'clock the other morning,
Later, when being identified at Bellevue Hospital,
a bank book was found in his pocket which showed
$4,000 in deposits, beginning fifteen months ago.
YOUNG GIRL KILLED BY PEANUT
Helen Ruth, seven years old, daughter of
Charles Robinson of Iron River, died in a hosp ital and su1fac1J.tion caused by a peanut lodged
in the bronchial tube. All efforts by her parents
and doctors to extricate it were unsuccessful ana
she was brought to Marquette, Mich., in the hope
that an X-ray protograph would help, but the
peanut was too soft to register on the plate and
the girl died.
ANIMALS' EYES
No two animals have eyes exactly alike. In
every case they are adapted to the special needs
.
of their owners.
The eyes of flesh-eating creatures are closer
together than those of vegetarians. This is said
to be due to the habit which the former have of
fixing their gaze on their victims before springing. Human eyes are closer together than those ·
of any other creature that eats flesh.
Tigers, lions, cats and others of the same family are unable to see at g~·eat. dis~nces, but for
opjects near at hand their &1ght 1s vei:y keen.
Lions and tigers have round pupils, which grow
bigger when the animal is angry.
Cats have pupils which can be dilated enormously. In the dark, or when the cat is angry, the
pupil ~ look almost round. In the first case, what
little light there is is reflected by the retina, which
is the explanation of the fact that a cat's eyes
look green at night.
Animals that live on grass have lar,g e eyes-,
placed as a rule at the sides. This gives a wide
range of vision and ena):>les the· creatures to watch
for danger while cropping grass.

FEW SNOWSTORMS UNTIL
FEBRUARY
William 0. Altman of Kane, Pa., weather seer,
whose advice is said to have been sought frequently in the past by Weather Bureau officials in
\V'ashington, made his forecast for the coming
winter. Here it is :
Nov. 15 to Dec. 31, cold rains and snows, without any extensive snowfall indicated, a lthough
there will be some severe cold weather.
Jan. 1 to Feb. 15, the open part of winter will
occur, with warm rains and thunder storms,
growing colder tow a rd the end of that period.
Feb. 15 to March 31, cold weather with sleet
and snowstorms will rule. There will be numerous snowstorms from the Northwest.
The bird&- and wild "animals of the woods aid
Altman in his prophes ies. He also relies greatly
on the much despi sed caterpillar. "Watch the
birds in the air and the crawling things un der
foot and you won't go far wrong," is hi s way of
telling how he reaches his conclusion s.
The old woodsm an complained that he had
''been pestered continually with queries for information, and Weather Bureau official s at Washington wauted some of it as well as others. "
PREDICTS

LAUG.HS
Mrs. _Backmedders-What's them numbers on
the autermobile fer, Hiram? Mr. BackmeddersWhy, that's the feller's score. It shows how many
folk s he's run over.
Floor Walker-Hurry out, madam! The store's
afii:e. Mrs. Bargains-Oh, is it? Then I'll just
wait for the fire sale.
"Strike three," said the umpire. "Batter out'"
;;vvhad . d'ye_ mean, out?" protested the batte r.
"Yuh, big s tiff, that last one was a mile outside."
You re fined ten dolla rs," said the umpire. "Do
you understand that?" "Sure, I get you now.
Money talks."
0

"Papa is the captain of our ship and mamma is
"And what are you, my ]jttle man?"
I &"uess I must be the compass. They're always
boxmg me."
~,he pilot."

' "There is one thing I can never understand "
said the patient-looking woman, "and that is why
a m an who has been sitting with a crowd all afternoon at a baseball game will come home and
say that the noise of the children makes him
nervous."
Adjutant (inspecting barracks)-Suppose the
barracks were to catch fire, what would you do?
Bugl.er-Sound the bugle, sir. Adjutant-And
what call would you give? Bugler-Cease fire,
si r .
Bobbie's mother had just taken out he1' winter
garments. "Ma," said the observant little fellow
"what did moths live on before Adam and
wore clothes?"

Eve
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INTERESTING ARTICLES
A WOND ERFUL PARAD ISE
The w_ay in which the departe d Scandin avian
heroes passed their time in Valhall a, or in the
palace of Odin, is describe d in several places in
~E~.
'
~ They have every da y the pleasur e of
arming
themsel ves, marsha ling themse lves in military
order, engagin g in battle and being all cut to
pieces; but when the stated hour of repast arrives their bodies are reunite d and they return on
horseba ck safe to the hall of banque t, where they
feed heartily on the flesh of. a boar and drink
beer out of the skulls of their enemies until they
are in a state of intoxica tion.
Odin sits by himself at a particu lar table.. The
heroes are served by the beautif ul virgins named
Valkirie , who officiates as their cupbear ers. But
the pleasur es of love do not enter at all into the
joys of the extraor dinary paradis e.

them was found by a steamer captain roundin g
the Horn recently , accordi ng to a writer in Popular Mechan ics. While groping his way into the
open, a giganti c mass of ice carryin g a large
three-m asted schoone r, with its boats still in the
clefts, was sighted. Efforts were made to find
the survivo rs, but no trace of them was discovered. Anothe r sea tragedy was added to the already long list of those as yet unsolve d when a
Greenla nd whaler came upon a strange looking
derelict , battered and weather -worn, apparen tly
built in the last century and iceboun d for years.
A boardin g crew found in the cabin the body of
a young woman, preserv ed by the Arctic frosts.
Near a long dead fire was the remains of a young
man, still holding a flint and steel.
DRY

BREAD

AND WATE R FOR BOOTLEGGE RS
WAR GOD'S TEMPL E UNEAR THED IN
County Judge Orville Chatt of Tekama h, Neb.,
BABYL ON
has a special diet for bootleg gers convicte d in his
Traces of structu res erected during an early court. It is dry bread an<l cold
water. The
Babylon ian period that are expecte d to add great- bread is extra dry. The sheriff
ly to the known history of that time and to rival ~eans bre'.ld that has. been baked is instruct ed this
f?r several days.
in importa nce the discove ries in the tomb of King Sixty to nmety days 1s the
on punishm ent
Tutank hamen at Luxor, Egypt, have been found for the rum runners broughregulati
him. For the
in Mesopo tamia by the expedit ion of an Americ an first fifteen days he prescribt .before
es
and water
museum . Already stamped bricks of Samsui luna. and if it is a sixty-da y sentencbread
e the last fiftee~
seventh King of the first Babylon ian dynasty are on this diet. If it is a ninetyday sentenc e lt
(2030-2 043 B. C.), have been unearth ed and begins and ends with a fifteen- day
period when
translat ed, a s well as tablets inscribe d during the this is all the food the prisone r gets.
reign of Samula -Ilu, the .second King of that
Judge Chatt says it is quite essentia l that when
time (2211-2 176 B. C.), and the temple built by the man gets out he goes with the
recollec tion of
him to the war god Ilbaba. Experts regard those just having complet ed a fifteen- day
prelimi nary finds as proof that the excavat ors and water. No second offender s" round of bread
have yet been
have approac hed strata that conceal r emains of before his court, and the only bootleg
gers arrested
the earlie!'t Babylon ian civiliza tion. They ex- in months followin g this sort of sentenc
e were a
pect to find many relics of historic al value later. pair who traveled with a carniva l
compan y.
NATIO NAL FORES T RECEI PTS SHOW BIG
GAIN FOR YEAR
Recei pt s from nationa. l forest resourc es during BED OF THE HUDSO N FALLS , CAVIN G IN
Three minutes after a southbo und train filled
the fiscal year of 1923 totaled $5,335,818, according to the final tabulati on made by the Depart- with commu ters on the New York Central at 2.30
ment of Agricul ture. Thi s amount is greater than A. M. the other day passed a point two miles
the receipts for any previou s year and is about south of Garrison, N . Y., where four tracks are
$1,000,000 larger than the average annual re- being laid, 400 feet of the roadbed slid into the
Hudson. Only one track of the old roadbed was
ceipts for the precedi ng five years.
·
Sales of timber and live stock grazing permits left secure .and all trains were stopped for a time.
were respons ible for most of the money received, Then the smgle t rack \vas shored and trains were
althoug h permits for the use of nationa l forest switche d north and south over it, while other-: i
land s for summe r homes and hotels and for other we re sent over the Har lem Division.
Some of the enginee rs a scribed the slide to a
recreati onal u ses figured in the total to a greater
falling away of the river bed. Soundin gs made
extent tha n ever before.
By a ut hor it y of the Acts of Congre ss govern- in the river forty feet from the bank showed 238
ing recei pts from nationa l forest resourc es the 'f~et and effor t s to r each bottom further out failed.
sum of $1.321,4-23 will be paid to the States con- Divers were sent for to a scertain what happen ed
tainin g nat ion al forests for the use of the school to the nver, and barges loa ded with stone were
and road fund s of the countie s embrac ing nationa l sent to attemp t to fill in t he hole.
A work train compose d of an engine and flat
fore st lauds.
cars was carried away with the filled ground.
The Twenti eth Century , south-bo und, and the
MYSTE RY SHIP IN ICEBE RG
Empire. State Expres s, nor t h -_bcund, were amon.i.:
Fer centur ies mystery ships have sailed the the
trams held up. At one time there were sevsea s, ~uide4 only by the winds of chance. One of enteen
trains stalled.
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HERE AND THERE
ODDITIES
Twelve years ~go in Orange County, Va., a man
caught a small turtle and for an experiment
placed it in a box, closing the lid tightly., He intended to open the box within a week, but forgot
,it. It was opened recently. The turtle was still
living and was practically the same size as when
placed in the box.
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'P IMP LES

Your Sida Can Be Quickly Cleared ol
Pimples, Blackheads, Acne Eruptions on
the face or body, Barbers Itch, Eczema,
Enlarged Pores and Oily or Shiny Skin.

FREE
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cured myaelf after beinl' aftllcted 10 years.
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E.S. GIVENS, 18& Che1111i:1I Bids., KanH• Cit)-, Mo '

- A new illustrated book 1n 42 cbap
ten.Tells the provocation tl1;,t led
11p to the most daring gun fight on
record where they shoot.ihe J udgc
Sheriff, States attorney, Ja Jurors,
and 8 others in the Hillsville Court
Room, All crimes have a woman
back of It, and BOYS. this one is
worth reading. Lar11:c bound book
="---"~-- lnplaln ...-apper for TEN Cent!I..

ROYAL BOOK CO. Depl601So. Norwalk. Cona.

Mag~11 FREE~·l't..;.
She says "Ma! Ma!" with a loud, distinct voice.
nol a little squeak . She has the sweetest face.

'

rosy cheeks, brown hai r, big blue eyes and when

you lay her down.she will say"MaMa" jusllike . - ...--...
a real child. She's a darling little baby, but she
*ants a little girl to fondle her and make her
happy She comes to you. dressed in pretty
~lothes, FREE for selling only 12 packages of 'itr;el:!!!!s:~~
Perfumed Sachet at tOc each. Write at once.
Send no Money. Extra Gift if you order now

IJom MFG. co .• Dept. 150 Attleboro, /!lass.
~---OLD
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CLARKE COIN CO., Ave. 13, J .eRoy, N. Y.
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JOKES by mail for JOe.
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Box 112, Stamford, Ct.

For the first time in hundreds of years the
rules of the courts of Japan, China, India and
Egypt were broken recently when Judge Jean H.
Norris, New York's only woman judge, was allowed to occupy the judicial bench of those countries.
The first · alarm clock made its appearance in
1420, and its owner was a councillor of Milan,
Italy. His clock sounded a bell at a stated hour
and at the some time a little wax candle was
lighted automatically.
The picture theatres in Japan are so constructed that the screen divides . them into two parts,
Europeans sitting on the side from which the
picture is produced and the natives on the other.
.The English city of Leads proposes to use
street railways to transport coal direct from the
mines to the factories and other consumers in the
city.
CALIFORNIA'S SMALLEST CITY
Coran, Shask County, the smallest incorporated
city in California, and once a popular mining
camp, with a population of twenty-four, of whom
nine are men, has eight offices to fill at the coming· municipal election in Ap1·il. One of the men
C. W. Barker, at present a city trustee, is als~
justice of the peace. He will not seek re-election.
Every man in the city will be an office-holder unless some of the women could be induced to accept municipal honors.
10,000 POUNDS OF PECANS
As a sample of the pecan crop of Thomas
County this year, Dr. A. D. Little of Thomasville,
Ga., expects to gather from 300 trees on a small
farm owned by him 10,000 pounds of well-matured
nuts. The nuts are of the Frotcher variety and
the trees are well loaded. There are 500 trees in
the orchard, but only 300 are yet at the bearing
stage. From all sections of the county and .from
the grove just out of town reports come of heavy
crop s, with the nuts beginning to fall.

Read These letters
From Happy Boys
SHOWS CLEAR PIC'fURES
have been very slow Jn sending you
I receh·ed my Moving Picture
tew weeks ago and I think tt
1s " dandy, and it shows the pictures clear
Just as you said It would. I am very
proud of It. I th ank ·y ou very much rou
It and I am glad to have It. I gave an
~nt e rtalnment two days after I got It.
Leopold Lamontagne, G4 Summe r Ave.
Central Falls, R. I.
'
an

a~swer.

~ l ach m e n

SOLD HIS FOR .$10.00 AND
ORDERED ANOTHER '

~ome time ago I got one ot your Ma·
chmes and I am very much pleas<'d with
After working It for about a month
I sold it for $1.0.00 t o a friend of mine
He tias it and entertains his family night:
lY. I have now decided to get another ·one
ot your macblnes. Mich ael Eheretb, Mandan, N. Dak.
it,

WOULD ~OT GIVE AW A y
FOR $25.00

A Real
Moving Picture
Show In
Your Own Home
Remember, this is a Genuine ~lovln&" Picture
lllachine .itnd the motion picture s are clear, sharp

1\fy Moving Pictu re Mac hin e is a good
one and I wouJd not give it awav for :$"5 oo
I t's the best mac hine I eve r :bad a~ci i
wish everybody could have one.
Aaote
Bresky, Jean esvllle, Pa. Box 34.

BETTER THAN A $12.00
MACHINE
am slow about turning In my thanks
to you,. but my Moving Pict ure Machln o
ls all right. I have had It a long time
and It has not been broken yet. I have
seen a $12.00 Machine but would not swap
mine for It. Robert Lineberry, care or
Revolution Store, Greenboro, N. c.

and d lstinct.
'l'he Moving Picture Machine is finely constructed,
and carefully put together by skilled workmen. It ls
made ot Russian Metal, has a beautiful finish, and ls
operated by a fin <'IY constructed mechanism, consisting ot
an eight-wheel movement, etr. 'l'he projecting lenses are carefully ground nnd adjusted, tr.iple polished, standard double extra r Pfiecto r, tbrowlng a ray of light to three or tour feet' In area.
It ls not a toy; it is n solidly const ru cted and durable Moving
Picture Machlne. The mcchanis:n Is exceedingly simple and Is readily
operated bv the most Inexperienced. The pictures shown by th!~ marvelous Min;lng Picture Machine are not the common, crude and ll!eless
Mag ic Lantern variety, bnt 11re llfe-llke photographic r eproductions ot
actual scPnes, places and people, which never tire Its audiences. 'l'hls
Moving Picture Machine has caused n rousing enthusiasm wh erever it
is n~<'d.
This Moving Pi~ture Machine which I want to send you FREE, gives
clear and life-like Moving P ictures as are shown at any regular Moving
Picture show. It flaslles moving pictures on the she<'t betore you. 'l'hts
Mnchine and Box or Film are FREE-absolutely free to every boy in
this land who wants to write for an Outfit, free to girls and free to
older people. RPad MY OFFER below, which shows you how to get this
.Marvelous Machine.

•

HOW YOU CAN GET THIS GREAT MOVING PICTURE
MACHINE - READ MY WONDERFUL OFFER TO YOU
HERE IS what you are to do In order to gPt this amazing Moving Pl t
.
Send yciur nnme nnd nddrpss-thnt ls .all Write nam c ur~ Macbme and the real
Mall today. As soon as I receive It I wlll mall you 20 ot the mo~t b au e an address v~ry plainly.
eve r saw-all brilliant· and shimmering colors. 'l'hese pictures are prln~edtl/ul premium pictures you
the titles are such Hubjects as "Betsy Ross Making the First American F!ng'r; ~WY colors and among
- "Battle of Lake Erle," etc. I want you to dlstrilrnte these premium
asblngton_at Home"
offer among the people you know. 'Vhen vou bav<' distributed
P1ctures on a special :~o-cent
the 20 premium pictures on my liberal offer you will have col!Pcted $6.00. Send the $6.00 to me nnd r \fill Imm ediately send
you FREE th<' Moving Picture Machine
with complete Outfit and the Box or J<"llm.
~loving Pictures:

50,000 of these machines have made
30,000 boys happy, Answer at once.
Be the Orst In your town to get one.

A. E. FLE~llNG, Sec'y,
615 W. 4Sd Street,
D ept. ZU,
New York

--PLEASE
USE
COUPON

Free

Coupon

Good for Mnvlng Picture Otre-r

Simply cut out this Free Coupon
Pin it. to a sheet ot paper, mail
me with your name and addrtss
written plainly, and I w!ll "send you
the 20 Plctures at once. AcMress

to

A. E. FLEMING, S ec:r.,
615 W. 43d St., D ept. 212, New York

LIT TL E AD S

GRAND
CANYON OF
COLORADO

?Q Ra.•t llf ,, tfl•n~ Street, Chicago, for particulars about advMtising ;,. this mag1JJ1ine.

The Grand
Canyon of Colorado is one of the
wonders of the
world, but it has
been as yet very
imperfectly e x plored. The Geologic Survey is
now starting another exploration
on a larger scale.
The Grand
Canyon section of
the Colorado was
first crossed in
1776 by Father
Escalante, a
Spanish missionLittle deary.
took
velopment
place in the basin
however, until it
became a part of
the United States,
near the middle
of the last century. Prior to the
Civil War the 300
miles from the
mouth of the river t0 the Needles
had been explored, and a few
steaJners
small
plied a somewhat
trade
uncertain
on these lower
reaches. In 1869
Maj or P o w e 11
made his trip of
by
exploration
boat through the
1,000 miles or
more of river and
canyon from
what is now the
station
railroad
of Green River,
the
to
Wyo.,
mouth of the Virgin River, Ariz.
At that time there
were rumors of
great waterfalls,
passages of the
river through untunderground
nels, and other
like terrors. Powell d i s p r o v e d
these rumors and,
although his parencountered
ty
dangerou& rapids
and smashed one
boat, no Jives
were lost on the
river•

Write to Riker & King, AdvertisirJg Offices, 1133 Broadway, New York City, or

PERSONAL-C ontinued

AGENTS W ANTED

AGENTs-QUICK SALES, BIG PROFITS, out.flt free.
C&sh or credit. Sa lea tn every home tor our ht&'h
olass llne of Pure Food Product.s, Soa ps, Perfumes, Tollet
\Vrlte today for money-ma.king plana.
A.rUcles. • etc.
American Products Co.. 9854 American Eide.. Cincinnati, Ohio.

M~l:n~~ A;h~:s~P ~~~ot~ae•:dd~;:s;,su; 5 wl~~~scrltf~
other fee. Sent sealed. Bo:z: 2285 B, Boston, Ma.A.

MARRY.

'.rhousand1 ooncenla.l people worth rrom Sl.000

pht;'tos~ fri:'ciuc~i::!n¥re:u~eaf:"d.rrt'.Ctherd:!~ t>~ !8d
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HELP WANTED
BE A DETECTIVE.

Ooportunlty for men and women

for secret tnn!ltica.Uon In your district.

Write C. T.

Lud"'°·1,, 521 \Vestover Rl rlK . • Kansas City, Mo.
DETECTIVES NEEDED EVERYWHERE. Work home
oc travel exoerienPe unnecesury. Write Georre \Va&"n er, former Go•t. D etecthe. 1988 Broadway, N . Y.
EARN $20 weekly spare time. at home. addressln&' ,
malllng musto. circulars. Send lOo for mu1io, information. American Musto Co., 1658 Broadway, Dept.
GS. N. Y.

MANUSCRIPT S W Aifl'ED

STORIES, POEMS. PLAYS, etc., are wanted for publloatton. Submit MSS. or write Literary Bureau, 615
Hannibal, Mo.

PERSONAL

DO YOU WANT NEW FRIENDS? Write B,tl.:I' Let,
Jno., 4254 Broadway, New York City. Stamp appreciated.
HANDSOME LADY or means; would marrJ It 1uJted.
(Stamp. ) Violet, Box 787, Dennison, Ohto.
HUNDREDS seekini marrtace. If 1incere enclose stamp.
Mrs. F. Wlllard, 2928 Broadway, Chtcaro. Jlllnoll.
IF LONESOME exchange jolly letters with beautttuf
ladle1 1.nd wea.lthy ientlerilen. ET& Moore, Box 908,
JacksonTllle, Fla. (Stamp) .

Jglo-..
LOOK WHOSE HERE! Prtncesa OKIE world famous
horoscopes. Get your's today. Don't delay. Bend full
Mds. Sq. Sta. ,

I N~E~~ENJ.L\:E:s~Tf..~~~D.f:J:.·
hlrthdate and IOc, K. Okie, Box 280,
New York. N. Y.

1

0

no money. Address Standard Cor. Club, Gra.y!llla.ke, JlJ.
MARRY-Free photonaphs. directory
ot wealthy members. Pay when married. New Plan
Co.. Dept. S8, Kansas Ctty. Mo.
MARRY ME-'ITealthy, but oh, BO lonesome. Girlie.
•
Box 55' Oxford, Fla.
MARRY-MARRIAGE DIRECTORY with photos and
The Exchance.
married.
when
Pay
.
tree
d escriptions
D oot. 545. lia11su City, Mo.
worth
WEALTH-Tbou•ands:
HEALTH.
MARRY
$5,000 to $100.000; desire marriage. Photos, cte.crfpSUNFLOWER CLUB, B-800, Clmuron,
tt ons free.
K a nsas .

and descrlpUon•

REFINED GIRL, 20, worth $80 ,000, would marry.
H. Box 85, Le""1e, Toledo. Ohio.
SIXTH AND SEVENTH BOOKS OF MOSES. Ern>tJan
secrets. Dlack art. other rare booka. Ca.t&l~ free.
Alu Book Co. , 11R2S, lH-Federal St., Camden, N. 1.

wfo~M.i:'ctHi~fuD d~r.u 1!'~~:~rw~;~,:.~. yr~is t~~
Temple, New York City.
WEALTHY, pretty, affecti onate girl. would
Write, enclosing envelope, D orta Dawn, South
Oh to .
WESTERN WIDOW ranch owner. 28, woold
T. Rox 35, J .earue, '.rotedo, Ohio.
WI DOW . 44, wealthy farm owner, would marry.
35 , J~ eague , Toledo. Ohio.

~ ontc

marry ,
Eucltd,

marry.
K. Boz

SONGWRITER S
WRITE THE W ORDS FO R A SONG-'\Ve compo .. mu!lc.
Submit your 1>0em1 to us at onoe. New York lhlod7
Comora.tton. 405 F . Roman Bldg., New York.

po.:i~~:A~n~.;;so~
!lt. Louts. Mo.

1

J;ft! ~~~-·E~if~~I~~.. 81~~:

T OBACCO HABIT
TOBACCO or Snu11' lJablt eurod or no pay. $1.00 If
cured. Remedy sent on trial. Superba Co., PC..
Baltlmono, Md.

Comics, Cartoons, Commercial, New•paper
Pnd Magazine Illustrating, l'astel Crayon
Portraits and Fashions.. By Mall or Local
Classes. Easy method. Write tor terms and
List of successful students.
ASSOCIATED ART 8TUDIOS
4-92 :natiron Rulldlnir. New York

BIGVALUE for. 10 Ots.

6 Songs, words and inuslc; 25 Pl""
lures Pretty Glrb ;40 Wafs to Make
Book on
Money; 1 Joke Book•
Love; 1 Mag.le Book; 1 'lioo~ Letter
Writing; 1 Dream Book and For·
tune Teller; 1 Cook Book; 1 Base
Ball Book, gives rules for games; 1
Toy Maker Book; Language of
Flowers;! Morse Telegraph Alphabet; 12 Chemical Experiments;

c:~~· t~ Jo",!'~~h~:'!:11i ;~;'1~~~
0

12 Games; 80Venes for Autograph Albums, ' Ali
the above by inall for J.0 c~ and lJ eta. poacage.
Royal SaleH Co., Desk 134, South Norwalk, Ct.

oney
£a- rn Xm·a-s M
BoysandGiris
tor to

aets
Write
AMERICAN CHR'ISTM.AS 8MALS. Sell tor
l Oc a set. When sold, send us $3.00 and keep
f2.00.
B, NeubeekH, 961 .I:. %8d

'

at.,

Bro okl7n, N. Y.

How Would You Like To
Grow Hair . in a Month ?
Ge tting bald, hair falling and fa din&? It
you want to grow new healthy hair right
awa y I will send you absolutely Free a sample of the famous Alexander Gland a halr. No
cos t , no obllgatlou 1 just send name to AL E XANDER LABORa'.rORlES, 1118:1 Gateway
Sta tion. Kansa s City, Mo.

restling Book FREE

Learn aclentUlc WTHtliq , Hlf·d:d•Qh, Jul -Jit.a~at
home by mall. Be a creat a&hlet.e. Ban 11. µ f ·
alquo that all admire. Wonderful leHOnl'I bJ' w orl •

champlon11 Farmer Burns and Frank Gotch . 100.000

~~~~~;.,~~cl:d~~:..•;:::tb~~~-on$t!!! ::~~
Bldsi..Omaha, Neb.
Fanoa BarnsSdioo~ 2468 Rai

ASTHMA

TRll1TJIUT m•Ued o•
l'REB TRl.A_L. lt It cnrt11,
aend Sl; If not, It.'• Jl'REE.
Write tor your treatment

t.odap. W. K . STS:RLINE.

. S &t. OhloAft.- J f, 00

;

,

SHORTAGE OF
PLUMBERS
The peak demand for bricklayers and plasterers has been
passed and now
there is a marked
i:hortage of
and
plumbers
steamfitters, according to repo;rts
to the New York
Building Trades
Employers' Association by the
Heating and Piping Contractors'
Association and
ConPlumbing
tractors' Association.
B r i c k 1 a yers
who were getting
a minimum of $14
and as high as
$20 a day during
the summer pass
ed their heyday
about August 1.
Then began the
ehortage of plasterers and tile
layers, who, by
reason of their
employers' excessive bidding for
men, were able to
commanrl wages
up to $14 and $16
a day, while the
bricklayers' wage
sank to the official rate of $12 a
eight
day for
ho'.lrs' work.
A few weeks
ago, with the finishing of apartment houses for
occupancy Oct<>ber 1, the market
for plasterers and
tile layers slumped heavily and
wages came do.wn
to the officif!l rate
of $12 for plastere1·s and $10 for
til e layers.
Now the plumbers and i::teamfitters are in clover
an d command several dollars over
establi shed
the
:rate of $10 a day,
some as high as

112.

(

She Found
A Pleasant Way
To Reduce Her Fat
ThouO&llds of overfat
people have greatly reduced their weight and
attained a normal figure by foJlowing the
advice of others who
use and recommend the
Marmola Prescription
Tablets. These harmless little fat reducer•
are prepared in tablet
form from the same ingredients that formerly
composed the famouo
Marmola Prescription
for fat reduction.
If you are too fat, you owe it to yourself
to give these fat reducers a fair trial. AJI
the better ir~ otores the world over oeJI
Marmola Prescription Tablets at one. dollar per
package. Ask your druggist for them or send
one dollar to the M armola Co. , 628 . Garfield
Bldg., Detroit, Mich., and secure a· package of
these tablets. They are harmJ..., and reduce
your weight without going through Jong
oieges of tiresome exercise and •tarvation
diet. If you are too fat try this today.

If Ruptured
ryThisFree
Apply it to Any Rupture, Old or Recent.
Large or Sma'il, and You are on
the Road That Has Convinced Thousands.

Sent Free to Prove This
Anyone ruptured, man, woman or chllc!J
should write at once to W. S. Rice, 556-u
Main St .. Adams, N. Y., !or a free trial of
his wonderful stimulating applica ti on. Ju•t
Pl!t it on tbe rupture and the muscles begin
to tighten: they begin to bind together so
tbat tbe opening closes naturally ancl the
need of a support or truss or appliance is
then done away wilb. Don't neglect to send
tor this tree trial. Even If your rupture
doesn't hother :vou what is the use of wear•
Ing support~ nlt your life? Why sull'er tbl11
nuisance? Why ru n the risk of gangrene and
such dangers from a smnll and Innocent little
rupture, the kind that has thrown th ou san ds
on the operating table? A host or men and
women RrP dally running such ri sk just be·
cause their rupt ures do not burt nor prevent
them from getting around. Write at once
for this tree trial, ns It i s certainly a won·
derful thing ancl bas aided In tbe cnre ot
rupturps that were as big as a mnn's two .
fists . Try and write at once, using tb e cou·
pon b~ow.

Play this J'azzy Sax
Without Practice
Any one can p lay this imported Jazzy
:::>ax right away. No knowl edge ot

m uaic requlrcJ, nole8sona. Pi ny by numl.er•lnstcnd of not.cs. AU ln, truc tiona

~~~ti~. 8d.!':C'e1t~fe~tc~~ ~re~!
enta, GlUtrnmo ,,olisJ-dd brCUB
m

i'~o'"k11 ruxatir:e ~~~1:ii!u-=!~g:,:=.e

lho •ame size.

Play Jazz
Right Away
;f.•. ~,~ffuf.
1

clear, r incfnc
ton e11 and de-

llithtful barmuo7.

V. D. Beatty,

ays: "This ia
y: I pla yed

s after fifteen
m inutes and am delighted." NQ need to
spend $86 when you
can own a Jazz7 Su.

Send
No Money

Free for Rupture

, V. S. Rice, Inc.,
556-C Main St., Adams, N. Y:.

You may send me enti r ely tree a Sample
Tre.atment of you r stimulating application for llupture.
Name .. •••..•• • .•••••.•.. .' .....•..••...••

Supply

Add r ass • , •••••... : . •• • • • • • • • • • · • • • • • • • • • •

Limited

State

1llE UBERTY BOYS OF '76
- - LATEST 188UEa - -

1150 T he L i berty Boye and the Backwoodsm en ; o r .

.Tolned With Brave Allies.
fltdi.ng -pln ce; or , B n !l'llng Burgoyne.
11151
1152 " W it h Morg a n' s Rl!lemen ; or, Dick 8Jater' a He at
8hot.
H 53 •· ns P r Jvate!'rs; o r. Tl1 p Taking of t h e "Re; ard."
Enem y; or, D r ivin g Howe fro m B oston.
Redcoat
1154 "
11115 " and Wi do w Moore ; o r , The Flg b t at Creek
Bridge.
1156 " Saving tl• e Colors ; o r, Dick Sla t er's Bravest
D eed.
Swnmp Angels; or, Out With Ma r lon an d Hla
1Ui7
MPll .
J.158 " Vonng S py ; or, L earuln p: th e E nemy ' s Plans.
ll t'>ll " R 11 nAwn:v Rnttl e; or . Follln g n Tory Plot .
1160 " Ma r cb to DPath; or, Escn plng 11 T errlb!P Fat<'.
llGl " In B o• tou H a rbor ; or, Attnckln g the Brit ish
Fleet .
HU2 " Li tt le R ec ru i t : or, Out Against the Indians.
Grent<'• I Danger; or, Fight ing the Rockland
1163
Rnl<1era . .
ll 64 " Holding t he Pass; or, Tbe E scape of General
Pn t n nm.
'l' n klnir Toll; or, Holdin g the Hi g h w ay .
11'15 u
· Rweep: or. Di ck Rlatn'• n pflnnce.
C!Pnn
••
1166
Rugle r : or, Rousing the Minute Me n .
11 1>7
Ju; or, A T,u cky E scape.
SnowPd
1168 ..
1169 " FollPd : o r RPtrayed hy n !'pv.
Mo 11ntnin Battle: or. F'khtln J! th P R Pdsklns.
1170
Wnr FJ11g : or, Stou <llng h :v th<' Colorq.
1171
1172 " Taking a Dare; or, Cnll!ng the l':n em :v' s R!u!I'.
]173 " In Bl a ck Swamp: or, Fi g hting H a rd for "'"ee /
dom .
117-l " a nd Corporal Casey; o r . Tbrn slilng tb e R en e·
gndes.
1175 " In thP li'ro?.en Land ; or, Watching t he Country' s Foes.
11 711 " '.rrl r kl ng t h e Redcoats; or, Tb e Gun s mith ot
Vnlley Forge.
] 177 " In D l•tre•• ; or, Hemm ed In by D o ngP!'S.
1178 •· ond the Idiot Spy ; or, Running Down t be
Skinn ers.
J171l " Fire Raft{· <;>r, Scorcl1ing fbP R edront• .
1180 " Cunning ' ' r a p ; o r. Th e Trnlt o r '• Rcc ret.
l1 8 1 " . Gi r l Frl <> nrl : or. D olug Good W ork.
1182 " nn rl th e \Y it c h 0f H n rlPm ; o r . R entin g t l1P. R P Ss inu s.
.
1183 " Des pe r~t~ F i ght; or , Th e R etreat fro m H a cken• ar k .
1184 " on Lo ne ~fnuntatn: o r . F! u rrouncl pif b y the
Brltl • h .
11~ " an <1 " H o r c:i.P~h oe .Tones"; or, Th e W ork o f n
Bnrk wnod • Spy .
1186 " I r i s h nttl eruan; or, A D en d shot Aga i ns t t h e
Brltlsli.
J 1R7 " 'l' rnckini:: R r nnt: nr . Aftn th e Mohn "·k Raide r s.
JIAA " Ou t 8co11t ln g : or. Tra pping n Pl otte r .
,- 1189 " nnrl th~ Yankee P ed dl er ; or. Sharp Wo rk a t
Jlpnnington.
lJOO " on the On t p nR t •: or . D Pfenrling th P T,fn e•.
nt thP O un s; or . W1 n nini:: a Fierce Fle:ht.
Tlo"l's
"
.-, 1!l1
r gP; o r . 'l'b e Dnsh nt 'l' r P11ton.
I1192 " Llii:htnlng ('lrn
on Douhle Duty; or . A Winter In the Woods.
1193
1

OUR TEN- CENT HAND BOOKS
Useful, Instructive , and Amusing. They contain
Valuable Informatio n on Almost
Every Subject.

NAl'OLEON 'S ORACUJ,Ul\ l AND ])REAM
No. 1 .
BOOK. - Con t aining the great o r a cl e of humah d ~s tiny;
als o the true meaning of almos t an y kind of dreams,
togetber with charms , cer emon ies, nud curious gam es
·
ot ca rd s.
No. 2 . HOW TO DO TRICli R. - 'l'b e g r eat boo k of
on
n
o
l
ct
tru
~
n
i
m agi c nncl c a rd tricks , conta lulu g full
all th e lendi ng cnrd tricks of t he day, a l s o t be mo st
p o pular m agical illu s ions a s p e r fo rmed b y o ur l eading
ma g icians; eve r y b o y s h ould obtain n copy ot this book .
No. s. HOW TO :t•LtRT. -Tbe a rt:s a nd wiles of
fiir ta tlon are fully <'Xplained by thi s littl e b ook. B es ld <'R
th e various m e thod s of handker chief, fan, glov e , parasol,
wi n d o w nnd hnt fllrtntl o n, It co ntains a f11ll li s t of the
l a n g u age a nd sentim ent of fiowe rs.
No. 4. ITOW ·TO DANCE ls the title of thi s litt le b ook.
It contains full Instru c tion s in the art ot dancing, etl·
<lll<'tl<' in the hallroom nud a t parti es, how to dres s, nn•I
full dir<'C ti o n s fo r culling o !I' in a ll popular s q uare dances.
No, II. HOW TO MAKE LOVE.-A compl e te guide to
loY<' , courtship 111Hl ma rri a ge, gi"<'in,::- sensibl e advice.
rule s and !'tlquette to be ol>s <•rved, with many curious
and intf?res tinA" thing s n o t g-<'n eroll .v y kn o wn.
N o . .6. HOW TO R l!:CO ~I E AN ATHL ETF:.-Glvln g
full Instru ct i on s tor th e u se or dutnbhell s, Ind ia n clubs,
parnllel bars, horizontal bars :rn<l "<'a riou s o thPr methods
or deYeloplng a goocl, b ealth .v mu scl e; coutuinlng over
sixty illu s trations
No. 7. HOW TO KEEP BIRDS.-Ha nds om<'I"<' lllnstrat<'d and containing full JustructiOll S for th P manngeIl1Pnt nnd train In,::- of the cstrnry , mocking - bird , uobolink , blackbird, µar oquet, pnrrot, etc.
N o. 9. HOW TO BECOME A YENTRU,O QU I ST. B y Harr v l{pnn edy. Eve ry lntelllge ut boy r eading this
book of 1nstru ctlon s con master th <> art, nncl c r<> nte nuy
amo unt of fun tor himself and friend s. It l s th e greatest book evpr publi s h ed .
N o. JO. HO l V T O B OX.-Tbe ort of • <>Ir -d e fen se made
easy. Conta ining over thirty illu s tra ti o n s or guards,
blows. and the illff<>rent positions o f a g oocl b ox e r . H.-er:v
hoy should o htnln one of these useful a nd in structive
hooks, as It will t each yo n b o w t o box witho ut an Ins t ructor.
No. 11. HOW TO lVRl1'lll LOVE-LETT F.RS.-A most
c ompl<> te little boo k . co nta in ing full clirect lons for writ.In g love-l ett e r s. a nd wh Pn to u se the m , g !Yi ng specim en
letters for :v o ung and old.
No. 12. HOW 'l'O WRITE LETTER;;t TO LADIE S.
- Gi ving complPte in s t r uctio n s f o r writl nl! let te r s to
la dles o n all s ubj ec ts; als o l etter s or Introd u c t ion , notes
nn <l req ueR t R.
No. ts. HOW TO DO IT: or, noon. OF ETIQUETTE .
- It Is a g rP a t life sec r <'t, a nd on e t lrnt Pver:v y oung
m a n de sir es to kno w all 11 h o n t. T he re's b a ppine•e in It.
No, H . HOlV TO llrAKE CAN DY. - A comp let e bnn rl b ook tor m a k in g nl! kind s of cand y, Ice-creams, sy rups ,
essen ce s. etr .. etc.
No. 17. "HOW TO DRESS.-Co ntalning fu ll Info rm at ion in t he art of dressi n g and appearin g well at h o me
a t1d ab ro nd, giv ing t h e s<> lectlons of col ors , materlnl,
and h ow t o h aYe t h em made up.
No. 18. HOW '1' 0 R ECOl\IE B E A UTIF UL. - OnP of
the brightes t and most val u able li ttle book s e"<'er g ive n
For sal e bv an ne"\V Sclea.Jer•, or vtlll be ...nt to an,.
or
ey
mon
In
copy,
per
'10
,
fl
prie
t he wo rl d. Evprybody wishes to k now b ow to becom e
f
o
o
t
attdl"e•s o n reC~ipt
b ea u tifu l, hoth male nnd fem:i lP. The secr et- ls si mple,
no•tare •tam1111. by
an rl a l most costless.
HOW T O E N TE RTA IN AN EVEN I N O
llARRY E . WOLF F , Publlsh Pr . l n e.
N o. 20.
P A RT Y.-A complete compendium of i::nrnes, sport". ~o r d
N e V" York Clt7
ae W eot 28 d Streei
diversio n •, com ic recit ations , !'tc., suitnble fo r parlor o r
drnwlng-roo m enterta inmen t. It contains more for th e
mon!'y t han nny book p nbJ!•hecl.
No. 21. HOW TO H UNT A N D F I SH.- 'J'he most corn p!Pte h11 ntlng nn d fishing g u ide e"<'er publi•herl. It contains full Instructions about guns. bu11ting d og s, t rap•,
trapplni>\" nnd fishing, together with description of game
nnrl fish.
No, 28. HOW TO E XPLA I N D RE AMS . - T h ls l ittle
P r ice 85 Cent s Per Copy
book gives t h e explana tion to a ll k i n ds of dreams, toThi s b ook contains all the most recent changes In
get11er with l ucky a n d un lu cky days.
the method of con struction ancl submisslon of sceFor s al e b y a ll n ews d eal e r s , or will b e sen t to an y
narios. Sixty Lessons, covering e"<'er~· phase of sceaddress o n r eceip t of price, lOc. per co p y,
unrlo wrlUng. Fo r sale by nll Newsdealers and Book·
e
h
t
us
•end
ln 1noney or s t am p s,. b y
copy,
a•
procure
cannot
ilu
y
H
s.
e
s t or
price, 35 cen t s, !n m oney or p ostage stamps , and we
Address
free.
ostage
p
H ARRY E. WOLFF, Publisher, Inc.
wlll m a ll yo u one.
L. SENARENS, 210 Seven th A ve., N ew Yor k , N . Y
Ne w York City
166 West 23d Street,

SCEN ARIOS

HOW TO

WRITE THEM

